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If you have the need for speed, Southwest Cyberport has 

you covered. With speeds as fast as 20mb/s and plans 

starting at $43 a month. But at SWCP, we go way beyond 

bandwidth. Our tech experts provide personalized 

service and support from our Albuquerque headquarters 

to thousands of New Mexicans. Call SWCP today for all 

your high speed internet needs.

Experience The Rush 
Of LightSpeed!

New Mexico’s Expert Internet Service Provider since 1994

505-243-SWCP (7927)          SWCP.com
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Email letters, including author’s name, mailing address and daytime phone number to letters@alibi.com.
Letters can also be mailed to P.O. Box 81, Albuquerque, N.M., 87103 or faxed to (505) 346-0660.

Letters—including comments posted on alibi.com—may be published in any medium and edited for length
and clarity; owing to the volume of correspondence, we regrettably can’t respond to every letter.

Those Who Forget 

Dear Alibi,
America, once the “home of the brave and land
of the free,” has become unrecognizable. Many of
our fathers and grandfathers would now be
ashamed of what we have become. They went to
war against a nation that also believed the
rhetoric of a liar and tyrant. He also promised an
economic revival and the destruction of those
who were not of the true, white race. The people
of Germany believed Hitler’s lies; thus, suffering
war and destruction beyond what most of you
can imagine. Those not of the Aryan race were
forced to wear yellow letters, sent to internment
camps or killed outright. Hitler formed his
“Brown Shirts” and “SS” to carry out his orders
and cower the populace. So many of Germany’s
people were not even aware of the cruelty others
were experiencing. Families were split up.
Children were separated from parents. Yet people
accepted these practices as necessary or just
claimed ignorance. Does any of this sound
familiar?
When my country sent me to Vietnam, I was

proud to serve, even though veterans of that war
were ostracized upon returning. Our nation now
stands at a crossroads. We can continue as “the
land of the free,” or we can ignore our heritage
and repeat the mistakes of Nazi Germany. I used
to be proud of my country. No more.

Terry L. Warkentine,
Albuquerque

Oh, That Bob

Dear Alibi,
How sad and frustrating to read the letter by Bob
Rogers in the latest issue [v27 i24]. What it told
me is that progressives, though present in our
political system for many years, have done a very
poor job of getting the message of what they
stand for out to the masses. Mr. Rogers’ letter was
all about himself and how he will use the skills
he has learned for his own survival. No mention
of how he might teach these skills to others and
help everyone share in the making of the bread,
the fish caught or the safe water for drinking,
cooking and bathing. Potential ingredients for a
collaborative meal.
I contrast his letter with what I learned about

through Jim Hightower’s newsletter this month
that explains exactly what progressives are
fighting for. Contrary to Mr. Rogers’ thinking
that, “All you progressive want everything for
free,” both progressive Democrats and
Republicans (Yes, there are both of these) are
fighting for a sharing economy that would
include jobs that pay a living wage, that we pay
our fair share of taxes, that some of this go to pay
for a health care system that covers everyone,
and a political system that gives all potential
political candidates a fair chance of being
elected. The current cost of many campaigns
keeps some really qualified people from even
considering our races.
For the many, many years, leading up to 2018,

of the US trying to function on a philosophy of

each person only looking out for themselves, I
would ask this question: Has this been a fair
system for everyone living in the US? Has every
person had the same chance for an equal
opportunity? An objective study of our history
would result in the answer to this question being
a resounding, “No,” because our laws and policies
of operation have not been designed throughout
these more than 200 years to benefit everyone.
Many have contained built-in biases and the
ability to make life less advantageous for some
groups of people, whether this was intentional or
not. Part of the reason for this is that average
people who will be directly affected by the
outcome are not in the room giving their input
when laws and policies are made. We need a lot
more grassroots participation in our government
at all levels and politicians who listen to all of us.
We also need much more participation in the
voting process. Are you registered? Your chance
to participate in the system, whether for the first
time, or being a regular participant, is coming
right up in October (early voting) and
November 2018.

Pauline Cahalan,
Albuquerque

Who’s Misguided?

Dear Mr. Rogers,
(Man it kills me to compare you to that great
man.) [In response to your v27 i24 letter to the
editor, titled “Your Misguidedness.”]
I'm sure you’re out there recycling your own

urine or fighting a grizzly bear with nothing more
than an evil glare in your eye. I don't know how
you are reading this surviving in the woods all by
yourself there, Grizzly Adams. The rest of us live
in the really real modern world. We have shelter,
grocery stores, houses with heaters and AC, and
hospitals. 
You keep using the word "progressive" like it's

an insult, but the root word there is progress! The
world is changing (I know how much that word
scares you), and we're trying to make the future
like “Star Trek,” I'm sure you want to make it
like Mad Max. I'm sorry for using pop culture
references since you don’t use electricity for TV
or movies. 
I want to work to pay my bills. I don't,

however, want to work 80 hours every week to
be able to afford those basic amenities or be in
debt up to my eyeballs so I can go to school for a
chance at a better job. I'll work for water, food
and healthcare, but I want them to be reasonably
priced so I don't become homeless. Other places
like Canada, Switzerland and Australia have
already done these things and they seem to be
doing a lot better we are, so they do work. As for
your last point, I know you only get your FOX
News piped in from a hand-cranked radio, but
the United States is already heavily in debt to
China, and Russia has a foot in the door. Hint: It
wasn't the liberals that let this happen. I know
I'm making a whole lot of assumptions about
you. But I feel that turnabout is fair play.

Steven Braswell,
Albuquerque a
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Dateline: Japan
Contestants in the 12th World Chabudai-

Gaeshi Tournament were judged on their

ability to flip tea tables angrily. The

tournament—named after the Japanese

expression which translates as “turning the

tea table upside down”—was held earlier

this month in a shopping mall in Yahaba,

Iwate Prefecture. Sora News 24 reports

contestants were asked to take a seat in front

of a tea table set with imitation food. A

woman who is seated next to them would

then ask them to “stop,” at which point they

were expected to angrily flip the table over

while exclaiming in frustration, anger or

hope. Some outbursts this year included “I

deserve a raise!” and “What’s wrong with

me?” As part of the contest, a plastic fish

was included among the assorted false food

items laid on the table. Contestants were

judged on the performance of their shout as

well as the distance covered by the fish. The

winner of this year's event was determined

to be Shinya Chiba of the Iwate Big Bulls

basketball team. Chiba sent his fish flying

27.2 feet while shouting “Go Big Bulls!”

Dateline: Algeria
In an attempt to combat cheating on high

school diploma exams, Algerian officials

turned off the nation's internet last week.

According to ABC News, the reaction

followed an incident in 2016, when

questions from the exam were leaked. The

following year, attempts to limit social

media sites reportedly failed to curb

cheating. This time around, the Algerian

government decided to escalate their

response and asked local internet providers

to shut down the internet across the country

for several hours each day during the exam

periods. Access to Facebook was also

blocked during this time. Education

Minister Nouria Benghabrit told reporters

that while the Algerian government was

“not comfortable” with the move, it felt

extreme measures needed to be taken. The

shutdowns affected both mobile and fixed

line services. In addition to the blackouts,

mobile devices of any kind were banned at

exam locations—for staff as well as

students—and exam printing presses were

outfitted with surveillance cameras and

mobile phone jammers to keep leaks from

occurring. Many of the exam sites had metal

detectors installed to ensure cell phones

were not brought in. Over 700,000 students

took the exams this year. Results from the

tests are expected July 22.

Dateline: India
Authorities at the State Bank of India are

blaming rats for shredding banknotes inside

an ATM. Reuters reports technicians sent to

repair a malfunctioning cash machine at a

bank in the Indian state of Assam

discovered the shredded debris of more than

1.2m rupees worth of notes ($17,600) after

the machine was opened. Police suspect the

damage was done by rats who entered the

ATM—which had reportedly been out of

service for 12 days—through a hole in the

back used for wiring. Photos taken at the

scene depict a large pile of shredded notes

inside the machine as well as the body of a

dead rat. The technicians found destroyed

banknotes of 2,000 and 500 rupee

denominations, but were reportedly able to

salvage 1.7m rupees from the debris. Despite

the presence of a closed circuit surveillance

camera attached to the ATM, bank officials

were unable to find any footage of rats

entering the machine. They say they are

investigating the matter. SBI is India’s

largest bank with more than 50,000 ATMs

located across the country. 

Dateline: China
A restaurant offering an all-you-can-eat-deal

had to close down after customers ate too

much. According to CNN, the owners of

the Jiamener Hotpot Restaurant in Chengdu

thought they could increase business by

introducing an all-you-can-eat subscription

model to diners at the beginning of June.

For 120 yuan (about $18), customers could

purchase a membership that afforded them

unlimited meals for the entire month. The

campaign reportedly brought nearly 500

customers into the restaurant every day

since its inception. Some were reportedly

lining up hours before the eatery opened its

doors. By June 11, the restaurant reported

making more than $15,000. But owners said

some of the customers were sharing their

non-transferable membership cards as well

as packing away food to take with them,

leading to a higher demand than had been

expected. On June 12, the restaurant posted

an “emergency notice” that it was

temporarily shutting down and would offer

membership card-holders a discount or

refund if it ever reopens. The endeavor

reportedly resulted in more than $76,000 in

debts for the restaurant's owners, who blame

their mistake on a lack of business

knowledge. While they had anticipated

taking a small loss, they believed the

promotion would inspire repeat customers.

They also thought the increased business

would be spur suppliers to offer better deals.

a

Compiled by Joshua Lee. Email your weird news

to josh@alibi.com.
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APD Writes New Use-of-Force Policy
In compliance with an agreement between the
US Department of Justice and the Albuquerque
Police Department, officials have begun the
process of rewriting a number of department
policies—including its use-of-force policy.

Nearly four years ago, the DOJ found that
APD officers showed a pattern of using
excessive force. It reached an agreement with
the city which required an independent monitor
to oversee reforms to the police department in
key areas, including its use-of-force policy. In
2016 the department introduced a new policy,
but officials say its vague language has
confused officers. To battle this, the department
decided to create new guidelines with clarity in
mind and an emphasis on de-escalation. At a
meeting of the Police Oversight Board last
week, a draft of the new policy was introduced.
The draft is available on the city's website. 

The department will be rewriting a number of
policies in the coming months, reports the
Albuquerque Journal, including those regarding
intermediate weapons, de-escalation and use-
of-force reporting. The new use-of-force policy
is scheduled to go before the independent
monitor overseeing reform efforts near the end
of July. It could be implemented by September.

New Team at Los Alamos Lab
Energy officials announced earlier this month
that Los Alamos National Laboratory will soon
be under new management.

The lab is currently under management of
Los Alamos National Security and has faced
numerous safety violations in recent years. Last
week, an independent safety panel reported
that radioactive contamination was found on a
worker’s hands and in other areas around the
lab, and according to the Las Cruces Sun News,
there have been at least six contamination
events at Los Alamos since January.

In a press release published earlier this
month, the Department of Energy’s National
Nuclear Security Administration announced
that it had awarded a contract to Triad National
Security to take over management of the lab.
According to Bloomberg, the new contract is
performance-based and requires improvements
to safety culture in the lab.

The current contract with Los Alamos
National Security—which expires Sept. 30—will
be extended four months to allow for a
transition period.

Feds to Investigate Missing ART

Audits
Federal Transit Authority officials are reviewing
a report that claims critical city inspection
documents relating to the Albuquerque Rapid
Transit project are incomplete or missing
altogether.

Earlier this month a 73-page report was
released by the city's Inspector General's office
criticizing the city's management of ART. The
report raised concerns over whether audits
conducted by city employees and required for
federal funding were accurate. It also found that
many of the inspection documents needed to
comply with the Buy America Act were either
missing or had never existed in the first place.

How the OIG report will affect the city's
chances of receiving federal funds from the FTA
is unclear. The Albuquerque Journal reports that
the FTA is now reviewing the report and is
waiting on recommendations from its legal
department.  a

NEWS CITY BYJOSHUA LEENEWS | CouNTy MaTTErS

BernCo on Separations,
Guns and Top Golf

Your Commissioners act on the people’s will

BY CAROLYN CARLSON

S
immering dirt is not all that is cooking in
Bernalillo County. 

By the time this Alibi edition hits the streets,
Bernalillo County Commission will have taken a
couple of brave steps by issuing important
declarations about current controversial national
and global matters.

No More Separations
At their last meeting, Commissioners

pondered an administrative resolution
respectfully asking the United States federal
government to permanently end the practice of
separating migrating children from their parents
and to immediately begin the reunification of
separated families. It asks for the New Mexico
congressional delegation to support ending this
practice and commits to further evaluating all
county policies to make sure the county is doing
all it can to promote full immigrant integration.
“Separation of families in this manner for this

purpose creates adverse childhood experiences
and needs to end,” County Manager Julie Anne
Baca said in her review of the proposed
resolution.
We will be quite surprised if the three

Democrat and two Republican commissioners fail
to pass this statement on behalf of county
residents. There may be a nay vote from the R
side of the table but it should outweigh the more
sensible side. This well-written resolution should
also be used as a template for other municipalities
and organizations to take a stand against such
crimes against humanity.

Check Me Before I Shoot
The Commission continued to take strong

stands with another proclamation that supports
local politicos to get on the ball with increased
gun safety measures and background checks. The
resolution calls for universal background checks
for all gun sales and transfers, mandatory waiting
periods for purchases, banning bump stocks, “Red
Flag” legislation to not allow gun purchases by
persons with violent or suicidal behavior or
history, closing loopholes such as gun shows and
aggressive prosecution and penalties for those
buying guns for others.
County Manager Baca said simply what

needed to be said, “This is a public health crisis
and deserves implementation.” Statistics say
about 34,000 people are killed each year with
guns.

More Money, Please
Topgolf USA LLC and Albuquerque Investors

have their collective hand open and extended to

the county, asking for and receiving an additional
$1.75 million to locate one of their golf mega-
entertainment centers at the eyesore formerly
known as the Beach Waterpark. The
Albuquerque City Council gave them a $2.6
million economic incentive at its last meeting. As
of press time Mayor Tim Keller (who is not a fan
of giving the golf corporation our tax dollars to
provide basically high school level jobs) had yet
to veto his City Council money move. If the
county and the city move forward—Topgolf will
get close to $4.5 million in real money
enticements to set up this $39 million project to
entertain people and improve golf swings.

County Candy
Okay, so it is not real candy but here are some

fun things BernCo has going on for the rest of the
summer to help keep our collective cool.
• Free outdoor movie screenings at various

community centers and parks. Bring blankets,
lawn chairs and snacks. Food trucks will be on
hand. Check out the list at:
bernco.gov/moviesinthepark.
• Pools, water slides and spray parks are a

great place to cool off. BernCo has several pools
offering a variety of aqua based classes for all
levels of mermaids and mermen. Here is the link:
bernco.gov/community-services/swimming-pools-
spray-parks.aspx.

• BernCo’s many open space areas provide
nearby hidden gems to go on a walk, a hike, a
bike, a picnic or to spy on some birds and critters.
Some favorites include Valle de Oro Urban
Wildlife Refuge on the south edge of town; Tres
Pistoles on the east edge of the Sandias, Bachechi
Open Space to the north and the enchanting
Valle del Bosque right in the middle of our metro
area. Check out these and other breathable open
spaces at bernco.gov/community-services/open-
space-properties.aspx.
• Don’t forget the city-county public library

system. At the local library one can borrow much
more than just hardbacks, audiobooks or
electronic books. There are genealogy
consultants, movie screenings, coloring and Lego
groups, knitting and other crafts, computer and
literacy online courses. You can borrow art for
your walls, music for your ears; you can learn how
to code or how to play the harmonica. Bookmark
this link: abqlibrary.org/home. a

Send your comments about the County Commission
to Carolyn@alibi..com.

The next Bernalillo County Commission meeting:
Tuesday Aug. 14, 5pm

Vincent E. Griego Chambers
Albuquerque/Bernalillo County Government Center

1 Civic Plaza NW
View it on GOV TV 16 or at cabq.gov/govtv

COURTESY BERNCO.GOVBernCo Commission Chair Steven Michael Quezada
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Keller Fights the Good Fight
Immigration policy an ethical lapse

BY AUGUST MARCH

I
decided to write out this piece on Tuesday

morning—though I spoke to our city’s mayor

on Friday afternoon, in the midst of a heat

wave that touched 100 degrees—when it was

cool, when the madness of what is occuring in

our country seemed faraway, buoyed

temporarily out of view by a waxing summer

moon and good sleep.

But the problems persisted. Although

President Trump signed an executive order last

Wednesday, ostensibly ending the cruel and

inhumane practice of separating children from

undocumented immigrants at our southern

border, little has been done—by those with

real agency in the situation, the

administration—to reunite literally thousands

of children with their parents.

Across the nation and here in Albuquerque

though, there have been plenty of protests,

gatherings and discussions about what can be

done to resume a productive, proactive and

even progressive course away from the zero-

tolerance policies initiated by Attorney

General Jeff Sessions and towards a better

borderland.

Saturday was another scorcher. I traveled to

the National Hispanic Cultural Center on

another very hot and vexing day to get more

of an idea of how the city, state and its citizens

were working through this ordeal. The

meeting of minds and voices at the center was

large and united by concern, but also by a

pledge—burning through the intense heat of

the day, if that is possible—to work together to

end our nation’s seeming escalation toward

authoritarianism and an unwanted future

where political efficiency is upheld as a value

over common decency. The folks at the rally,

from Senator Martin Heinrich to the

Archbishop of Santa Fe, our Democratic

candidate for governor, the state Attorney

General and our mayor, Tim Keller, all spoke

passionately about two things.

Of course one of the things all these fine

folks discoursed on were about the essence of

the issue: the criminalization and degradation

of the immigrant community for political

purposes, for any reason whatsoever, must be

ended, must be rectified, they said.

The speakers also reminded attendees that

their right to vote—and the exercise of that

right in November, were key to setting things

right in our nation. This second fact brings me

back, full circle, to my interview with Mayor

Tim Keller, a man Burqueños elected to bring

a measure of progress to our desert-detailed but

enchanted corner of the earth.

It was a busy day for Keller and for your

reporter. We spoke for about 10 minutes about

the weather, city and most importantly about

the situation at the border, in Tornillo, Texas,

a place where, in tents and in cages, children

of immigrants continue to be held captive by

the Trump administration.

Weekly Alibi: It’s just one of those days,

isn’t it?

Tim Keller: Yeah, I know it’s a hundred degrees
out, it’s like the dog days of summer.

Here’s to sunny days in Albuquerque; I

hope we get some rain again, soon. That

would be awesome!

Yeah! Hey what else do you want to talk
about?

I really want to talk about your trip to

Tornillo. I’d like to get your perspective; I’d

like to get your feelings on the events that

are shaking our democracy.

Well, here are a couple of thoughts. The whole
thing that is happening down there feels so
un-American. It starts from the fact that so
few people are being let in—authorities can’t
get into the facility—means there’s no
transparency or disclosure about what they are
doing. You know, after the executive order
that may or may not be changing anything, all
the way down to the fact that people [the
administration] are hiding behind the notion
that the system is broken … I’m not being
very precise, but it goes like this: People learn
from seeing what’s happening down there and
they say we need to fix the immigration
system. And we do need to fix the
immigration system.

But what is happening down there is

something entirely different, entirely much

more inhumane and dehumanizing. I think

that is why this [situation] is so infuriating to

people, whether you are a parent or an elected

official. In America we do not pull children

from their mother’s arms. That’s wrong. It

doesn’t matter what the policy is. We were not

doing that before. The version of the story

that says, “this has been happening for 10

years” is completely wrong. What’s surprising

to me is frankly, how much the mainstream

media and mainstream politicians continue to

pivot to the structural problems [with

immigration policy in the US].

That’s not why we were down there. We

were trying to highlight the zero-tolerance

policy, pointing out how wrong and un-

American it is.

You mentioned that there was no

transparency. So was the group of mayors

you traveled with even allowed access to

these facilities? Were you shut down at

the gates?

Yes, we were [shut down]. There was no access.
We were with folks from El Paso, including the

isn’t the zero-tolerance policy also an

ethical breach, too?

Yes and I believe that this is the other thing
that becomes clear. The need to educate the
public is important because a lot of folks still
see this as one of many general issues
surrounding the border. Again, that is very
different from recent policies that provide for
permanent or indefinite detention of families
or kids in cages. These are new issues. There
may be some who say, “well these people chose
to do that,” well those choices are made under
duress. As a result we are traumatizing
individuals. Yesterday, the president admitted
they don’t have enough room to house
everyone [immigrant family] involved. It was
very poorly thought out. There are children
involved in all of this.

How did the Trump administration think

they could get away with such an

egregious violation?

I hope that Congress shows some more
fortitude in the matter. The president is sort of
using children as pawns to get immigration
reform. That is ethically deplorable. Also,
Congress can fix this. It wouldn’t be the first
time in history where they had to rally two-
thirds of the votes to do something. I am kinda
a little tired of hearing the talk and the
rhetoric from D.C. Now is the time for them
to take action. Again, this is vastly different
than what our country has been doing [with
immigrants], even a couple of months ago. No
matter how you feel about the general issue,
this specific problem, this specific program
needs to stop. Once citizens learn about that,
they tend to agree.a

mayor of El Paso. It’s been interesting, his take
on it focused on how the entire discussion of
the situation completely excluded everyone
except the White House. So the lack of
information coming out leads to a unanimous
conclusion. The mayors were on the receiving
end. We were literally reporting from in front
of a closed gate in front of the facility, while
some of these people were being sent to other
cities. Basically, they are spreading these kids
out all over the country.

So are they flying these immigrant

children to faraway places, like New York,

areas that are inaccessible to their

parents, even though there might be

vague plans for reconciliation, down the

line?

Yes. Exactly. So that was sort of the universal
conclusion from all of the mayors [who
participated in the visit to Tornillo], but it
makes a point about being mayors: Over the
past 10 years, more and more cities have had
to fix what the federal government messes up.
I think, even here in Albuquerque, the
behavioral health problem for example, of how
a program is dismantled and now the city has
to deal with some of the folks with behavioral
health issues. But I still think it’s important
that the mayors went down there and said,
“we’re all in this together and we are tired of
cleaning up and fixing [the federal
government’s] lapses.” The problem is just
getting worse in this case.

Besides being a bureaucratic nightmare

and something that the federal

government has fostered over the years,

Albuquerque Mayor Tim Keller COURTESY CABQ.GOV
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Compiled by Ashli Mayo. Submit your events at alibi.com/events.

THURSDAY JUNE 28

FRIDAY JUNE 29

SATURDAY JUNE 30

TUESDAY JULY 3

ALBUQUERQUE’S GOT TALENT

One of the Duke City’s most prominent and diverse
venues, National Hispanic Cultural Center, brings
yet another spellbinding stage performance going
beyond what you thought youth were capable of. For
the tenth consecutive year, take in the wonders of
Circo Latino. The group is comprised of 8- to 13-
year-olds performing marvels galore including trapeze,
juggling, stilting, acrobatics, clowning, live music
and more. These unbelievable kids are all students
of the NHCC’s Summer Institutes and rehearse in
four-week sessions, so don’t let their hard work be
in vain. Check out these bambinos at the Albuquerque
Journal Theatre on either Thursday, June 28 at 5pm
or Friday, June 29 at 10am. The show is, of course,
all-ages appropriate with a suggested donation of
$5 to keep the circus dream alive for our community’s
kiddos for years to come. NATIONAL HISPANIC CULTURAL

CENTER 1701 FOURTH STREET SW, 5PM alibi.com/v/5ttx. (Mayo

Lua de Frenchie) a

AS AMERICAN AS BEER AND BARBECUE

Barbecue and beer belong together. One satisfies
your hunger and stimulates your thirst, and the other
slakes your thirst while making you pleasantly drunk-
hungry. This weekend at the Santa Ana Star Center
you can celebrate this holy union at the 15th
Annual Pork & Brew Fest. From Friday, June 29
through Sunday, July 1, barbecue vendors and
brewers from across the state gather to ensure
you’re well fed and well drunk. This is an all-ages
event, and there are several free children’s activities
to entertain the young ones. The festival hours are
from 3 to 9pm on Friday, from 11am to 7pm on
Saturday and from noon to 5pm on Sunday. Tickets
are $6 and kids under 3 get in for free. Vendors
accept cash and credit cards. SANTA ANA STAR CENTER

3001 CIVIC CENTER CIRCLE, 3 TO 9PM alibi.com/v/5tyf. (Robin

Babb) a

LET THE SUN SHINE

KC and the Sunshine Band, a funky ensemble straight outta the Sunshine state of Florida, practically
invented disco. Well, that’s a stretch, especially if you listen to the Bee Gees’ breakthrough single, “Jive
Talkin’ ” from 1975’s Main Course album. But Harry Wayne Casey and his band did quite a bit to popularize
the genre, contributing huge hits like “Keep it Comin’ Love” to the essential, danceable sound of the late
’70s. A revisioned, revitalized version of this stellar, Grammy Award-winning outfit is now on tour and
performs at Route 66 Casino’s Legends Theater
on Saturday, June 30 at 8pm. The band’s kept their
formidable chops together through constant touring—
they play over 100 shows, world-wide, per year—and
Casey says he has no plans to stop the music or
the dancing that inevitably coincides with each of
their mind-blowing performances. Tickets for this
once-in-a-lifetime exposure to real live disco music
range in price from $35 to $77 and all ages will
be admitted to the luxurious Legends Theater, a
venue that even grim perfectionists like Donald
Fagen dig. LEGENDS THEATER @ ROUTE 66 CASINO 14500

CENTRAL AVE SW, 8PM alibi.com/v/5sd0. (August March) a

LIKE THEY DO IN HAVANA—OOH NA NA

Sure. Our city offers a plethora of Latin dance instruction under the
umbrella of ballroom and social dancing, but what about their
rooted, gritty and historic street-style counterparts? ¡Baile!: Rueda
de Casino (Cuban Salsa) Dance Classes are led by expert
instructors Evelyn Mora and Norma Quiñones as they bestow their
knowledge of the history and culture of a multitude of Latin styles,
as well as basic instruction of salsa, bachata, merengue, Mexican
ballet folklorico, chachacha, casino and more. Tuesdays in July,
beginning on July 3 from 5 to 6pm, the National Hispanic
Cultural Center shows the 505 yet another facet of how friends,
families and neighbors can celebrate culture together. All ages are
welcome to put on comfy clothes, move and learn in harmony. No
experience is necessary to share the love and it is a budget-friendly
evening. A suggested cost of $5 to $10 is appreciated, but pay
what you can. NATIONAL HISPANIC CULTURAL CENTER 1701 FOURTH STREET SW,

5 TO 6PM alibi.com/v/5tr4.(Mayo Lua de Frenchie) a

MARIA IS A BAMF

Maria Bamford is bringing her special brand of awkward to the … Wait. Let’s start over. You know Maria
Bamford, right? World-class standup comedian and star of “Lady Dynamite?” The bottom half of her face
always looks happy while the top looks worried? Right. Well, she’s bringing her special brand of awkward to the
Stage @ Santa Ana Star this Friday, June 29 with two shows at 7pm and 9:30pm. Adults over 21 should be
prepared to experience numerous conflicting and seemingly mutually exclusive emotions (while laughing, of
course). Tickets start at $15. STAGE @ SANTA ANA STAR 54 JEMEZ DAM, 7PM alibi.com/v/5sbh. (Joshua Lee) a

COURTESY OF THE ARTIST

IT’S IN YOUR DNA

We all know the damage ART did to the businesses on and around
Central. We may have lost a few favorites, but one little coffee shop
that opened in the middle of ART construction has made it a full
year. If you haven’t been to Helix Coffee and Yoga Studio, you’re
missing out on a welcoming experience. Customers are treated
like regulars from the first visit. They support many local businesses
by carrying select items ranging from sunglasses to earrings,
greeting cards to candles and shirts to dish towels. This family-
friendly shop even has a playroom just for kids. Stop in for one of
their various yoga classes—they have one almost every day. This
powerhouse coffee shop is celebrating Helix Birthday Party this
Saturday, June 30 from 9am to 3pm (their usual business hours).
Drop by with your kids of all ages to this free event and help this
local business friendly to other local businesses survive for many
more years to come! HELIX COFFEE AND YOGA STUDIO 3612 CAMPUS BLVD

NE, 9AM TO 3PM alibi.com/v/5t4o.(Valerie Serna) a

DON’T BOTHER SHOWERING

Remember getting up before your parents, sneaking downstairs with your blanky half-awake and sloppily making
cereal with your still-developing motor skills just to watch cartoons in your unabashed morning glory? Take a trip
down memory lane and invite your kids to share the experience at The Guild Cinema on Saturday, June 30 from
11:30am to 12:30pm as New Mexico Entertainment presents Morning Toons. Wear last night’s mascara, don’t
bother with “real clothes” and make sure you come prepared to enjoy a bowl of your favorite childhood cereal
available for purchase. Zone out to the likes of “Looney Toons”and more on the big screen for $6 and relive
childhood at this limited seat event. Find tickets here: tickets.holdmyticket.com/tickets/298162?tc=83ALBI3JS42
GUILD CINEMA 3405 CENTRAL AVE NE, 11:30AM TO 12:30PM alibi.com/v/5sdb. (Mayo Lua de Frenchie) a

COURTESY OF THE ARTIST

COURTESY OF HELIX COFFEE AND YOGA STUDIO
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COMMUNITY

CALENDAR
THURSDAY JUNE 28
KIDS
EAST MOUNTAIN LIBRARY, Tijeras Sing a Song. Learn the basics
of singing from a professional singer and voice teacher, Jacqueline
Zander-Wall. For ages 9 to 12. Registration required. 487 NM
333. 11am-noon. (505) 281-8508. alibi.com/v/5peg.

ERNA FERGUSSON LIBRARYMixed Media Collage. Cut, combine
and paste a variety of materials to create a one-of-a-kind work
of art. For ages 9 to 12. Registration required. 3700 San Mateo
Blvd NE. Noon-1pm. 888-8100. alibi.com/v/5phf.

JUAN TABO PUBLIC LIBRARY Code Club for Teens. Teens learn
to program computers to create their own video games and
websites. For ages 13 to 17. Registration required. 3407 Juan
Tabo Blvd NE. 2-3pm. 291-6260. alibi.com/v/5pi5.

LOMAS-TRAMWAY PUBLIC LIBRARY Rock-n-Read. Groove with
the characters of Rocky Mountain Puppets and their ventriloquist,
Meghan Casey. 908 Eastridge Dr NE. 10:30-11:30am. 291-6295.
alibi.com/v/5pie.

LOS GRIEGOS LIBRARY CD Stained Glass Art. Kids ages 9 to
12 create stained glass sun catchers from old CDs. Registration
required. 1000 Griegos Rd. NW. 3-4pm. 761-4020.
alibi.com/v/5pmf.

NATIONAL HISPANIC CULTURAL CENTER Summer Institute

Performances: Circo Latino. See young artists, ages 8 to 13,
present an original show featuring trapeze, juggling, stilting,
acrobatics, clowning, live music and more. 1701 Fourth Street
SW. $0-$5. 5pm. ALL-AGES! 246-2261. alibi.com/v/5ttx. See
Event Horizon.

SAN PEDRO LIBRARY Play the Harmonica. Get a free harmonica
and everything needed to get started on the path to mastering
this fun and easy instrument. For ages 13 to 17. Registration
required. 5600 Trumbull Ave SE. 3-4pm. 256-2067.
alibi.com/v/5ppm.

SOUTH BROADWAY LIBRARY Drinking Straw Pan Pipes. Make
a set of pan pipes using simple materials. For kids 9 to 12.
Registration required. 1025 Broadway Blvd SE. 3-4pm. 764-1742.
alibi.com/v/5pq1.

SOUTH VALLEY PUBLIC LIBRARY Libraries Rock With Tall Paul.
A magic and comedy show that includes juggling, puppetry and
more. 3904 Isleta Blvd SW. 11am-noon. ALL-AGES! 877-5170.
alibi.com/v/5pth.

WILDLIFE WEST, Edgewood Junior Zookeeper Day Camp. Children
ages 8 to 12 years learn about zookeeping techniques, animal
enrichment and basic biology of native wildlife and plants as
well as being close to wildlife in a safe environment. 87 N
Frontage. $30-$70. 9am-noon. 281-7655. alibi.com/v/5q4l.

LEARN
HOMEWISE, Santa Fe New Homebuyer Night. Homewise offers
everything needed to become a homeowner including services
for a variety of incomes. 1301 Siler Rd. 5-6pm. ALL-AGES!
983-9473. alibi.com/v/5orl.

LOMA COLORADO MAIN LIBRARY, Rio Rancho Time

Management and Goal Setting: A WESST Small Business

Workshop. Learn to grow a business through goal-oriented time
management. Victor Delgado demonstrates how to develop clearly
defined goals, prioritize actions and overcome challenges. 755
Loma Colorado NE. 6-7pm. 15+. 891-5013. alibi.com/v/5rde.

SPORTS
CIVIC PLAZA World Cup Watch Party. Join USL New Mexico, the
state's first-ever professional soccer team, in watching the 2018
World Cup games. 1 Civic Plaza. Noon. ALL-AGES! 999-8343.
alibi.com/v/5sat.

OUTDOOR
ROOSEVELT PARK Food Trucks and Family Fun in the Park. A
weekly gathering featuring food trucks, music, games and family-
friendly fun. Coal and University. 5-9pm. ALL-AGES!
alibi.com/v/5te1.

WELLNESS/FITNESS
BEAR CANYON SENIOR CENTER Dancing with the Bars. A move-
ment exercise form of dancing to the bars of music as well as a
total body workout. Classes focus on stretching and strengthening
with music ranging from choral arrangments to funk. 4645 Pitt
NE. $2. 8:30-9:15am. ALL-AGES! 332-0446. alibi.com/v/5obf.

FLAMENCO WORKS, INC. Flamenco Summer Class Series. Check
out classes offered for beginner, intermediate, professional and
kids, with master instructor Jesús Muñoz. 1010 Coal Ave SW.
1pm. ALL-AGES! 977-8428. alibi.com/v/5tel.

PALO DURO SENIOR CENTER Dementia Brain Health. Through
a 10-minute, self-administered test, see if forgetfulness is normal
brain aging or due to a cognitive decline. A representative is
available to answer questions. 5221 Palo Duro Ave NE. 8am-noon.
888-8102. alibi.com/v/5rlw.

CANNABIS
BLISS MASSAGE STUDIO CBD and Massage Therapy 101. Learn
the basics about CBD and how it can create synergy with essential
oils. 6855 Fourth Street NW. 7pm. 18+. alibi.com/v/5t07.

FRIDAY JUNE 29
KIDS
LOMAS-TRAMWAY PUBLIC LIBRARY Tween Escape Room. Find
the clues and solve the puzzles, in a limited amount of time. For
ages 9 to 12. Registration required. 908 Eastridge Dr NE.
3-4:30pm. 291-6295. alibi.com/v/5pm0.

TONY HILLERMAN LIBRARY Spin Drum. Build and decorate a
simple spin drum. For ages 9 to 12. Registration required. 8205
Apache Ave NE. 3-4pm. 291-6264. alibi.com/v/5q02.

OUTDOOR
BARELAS SENIOR CENTER El Camino Real Garden Tour and

Open House. Tour and see what is growing in the garden this
year. Nearly 100 varieties of plants, flowers, trees and vegetables
are on display. Light refreshments are served. 714 Seventh Street
SW. 10am-noon. alibi.com/v/5rlz.

WELLNESS/FITNESS
HOLIDAY DANCE STUDIO Latin Beach Party. A beginning salsa
lesson kicks off the evening followed by a chance to dance to a
variety of vintage and contemporary Latin music. 5200 Eubank
Blvd NE. $10. 7-10pm. 18+. 508-4020. alibi.com/v/5toq.

NORTH DOMINGO BACA MULTIGENERATIONAL CENTER
Experience the Sound of Soul. Discover inner guidance, healing
for body, mind and spirit as well as a higher form of creativity by
chanting the sacred sound of HU. Spiritual conversation afterward.
7521 Carmel Ave NE. 7-8pm. ALL-AGES! (800) 876-6704.
alibi.com/v/5qur.

SATURDAY JUNE 30
EMPIRE BOARD GAME LIBRARY Eastside Board Game Meetup.
Board game enthusiast meetup. 3503 Central Ave NE. $5.
11am-11pm. 232-4263. alibi.com/v/5kw4.

ROLLER SKATE CITY Walk Like Mothers Against Drunk Driving

Registration Kickoff. Register for the walk with MADD while roller
skating and enjoying pizza. 400 Paisano NE. $21-$26.
10am-2pm. ALL-AGES! 255-2955. alibi.com/v/5t7n.

KIDS
CENTRAL & UNSER LIBRARY Guitar Picks. Take expired library
cards and repurpose them into cool guitar picks. For ages 13 to
17. Registration required. 8081 Central Ave NW. 2:30-3:30pm.
768-4320. alibi.com/v/5pdn.

ERNA FERGUSSON LIBRARY High Desert Pipes and Drums.
Promoting Scottish music throughout N.M., this premier teaching
and competition band gives instruction followed by a performance.
3700 San Mateo Blvd NE. 11am-noon. ALL-AGES! 888-8100.
alibi.com/v/5phg.

NATIONAL HISPANIC CULTURAL CENTER Jugamos Juntos:

Cantando la Cultura. Free children’s programming for families
on Saturday mornings with a new activity every week. 1701
Fourth Street SW. $0-$5. 10:30am-12:30pm. ALL-AGES!
246-2261. alibi.com/v/5tto.

LEARN
CENTURY 14 DOWNTOWN Downtown Walking Tour. Learn about
the diverse settlers and their contributions to local history. 100
Central Ave SW. 10am-noon. ALL-AGES! 289-0589.
alibi.com/v/5h1z.

OUTDOOR
WELLS PETROGLYPH PRESERVE, Velarde Wells Petroglyph

Preserve Public Tour. The Mesa Prieta Petroglyph Project offers
public tours. For the months of June, July and August tours start
at 8:30am due to heat. HWY 68. $35. 9:30-11:30am. 13+.
852-1351. alibi.com/v/5o0q.

WELLNESS/FITNESS
ALBUQUERQUE SQUARE DANCE CENTER Contra Dance Class.
Learn how to square dance without a partner. All ages, genders
and beginners are welcome. 4915 Hawkins St NE. $8-$9.
7-10pm. ALL-AGES! 289-2992. alibi.com/v/4jan.

Compiled by Ashli Mayo. Submit your events at alibi.com/events.
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FLAMENCO WORKS, INC. Flamenco Summer Class Series. 1010
Coal Ave SW. 1pm. ALL-AGES! See 6/28 listing.

LOS POBLANOS HISTORIC INN & ORGANIC FARM Yoga by

YogaZo. Have a pint and start Sunday with energy and a smile.
Get up and move, maybe even break a light sweat and be ready
to relax back down on a mat in this open level class. 4803 Rio
Grande Blvd NW. 9-10am. 344-9297. alibi.com/v/5qtp.

MAPLE STREET DANCE SPACE Flamenco Dance Classes. Taught
by nationally recognized flamenco dancer Alice Blumenfeld for
anyone with at least one year of flamenco dance experience.
$15-$20. 12:15-1:45pm. 13+. 363-2680. alibi.com/v/5nrn.
Also, Embodied Creativity and Improvisation. Give form to inner
creativity through dance and music improvisation as well as
meditation and mindfulness practices. 3215 Central Ave NE.
$10-$12. 4:15-5:45pm. 13+. 350-6971. alibi.com/v/55d8.

MOVE FITNESS STUDIO 51+ Dance Fusion Movement Class.
Listen, sense and dance to world music, awakening all your
body's 75 trillion cells. 1100 San Mateo Blvd NE. $12.
10:45-11:45am. 18+. 873-3784. alibi.com/v/5mlf.

YOGA ART SPACE Kung Fu Class. Principles gleaned from the
praying mantis’ predator ability transformed for fighters of all
levels. 11am. 13+. alibi.com/v/5il0. Also, Fundamentals of Yoga.
8338 Comanche Rd NE. $15. 9:30pm. ALL-AGES! See 6/29
listing. 310-7457.

CANNABIS
KAKTUS BREWING COMPANY, Bernalillo Mary Jane's Fitness

Hemp Festival. A yoga festival filled with CBD, music, games and
more. 471 South Hill Rd. $0-$5. 10:30am-5pm. 21+.
alibi.com/v/5rta.

SUNDAY JULY 1
KIDS
MAPLE STREET DANCE SPACEMusic and Movement. Kids learn
fundamentals of music and dance through integrative methods
of teaching movement and sound together. 3215 Central Ave
NE. $10. 12:45-1:45pm. 350-6971. alibi.com/v/55bt.

LEARN
RED DOOR BREWING DOWNTOWN TAPROOM DIY Strawberry

Shortcake Bath Bombs. An afternoon of delicious fun making
strawberry shortcake bath bombs. These four-layered bath bombs
are topped with a mini-strawberry soap and smell good enough
to eat. 400 Gold Ave SW. $25. 1-2pm. ALL-AGES! 803-1346.
alibi.com/v/5q80.

OUTDOOR
ALBUQUERQUE OPEN SPACE VISITOR CENTER Bosque Wild. A
moderate hike covering three miles to the river and bosque. Pre-
registration is required. 6500 Coors Blvd NW. 8:30pm. ALL-AGES!
897-8831. alibi.com/v/5qf8.

WELLNESS/FITNESS
ALBUQUERQUE OPEN SPACE VISITOR CENTER Marriage of

Heaven and Earth Qigong. This qigong is used in China to help
heal neck, back, spine and joint problems and is especially effec-
tive for helping to mitigate repetitive stress injury. 6500 Coors
Blvd NW. 2-3:15pm. 897-8831. alibi.com/v/5tzc.

ALBUQUERQUE SHAMBHALA CENTER Open Meditation Sitting

Practice. Meditate with fellow community members. 1102
Mountain Rd NW. 10am-noon. 717-2486. alibi.com/v/5goa.

KILT CHECK BREWING COMPANY Brewery Yoga. Enjoy a pint
and an hour of yoga. 4814 Hardware Dr NE. $10. 11am-noon.
21+. 331-9032. alibi.com/v/5s4w.

MAPLE STREET DANCE SPACE Zumba and Kickboxing. All level
inclusive class. $5-$8. 11am-12:30pm. ALL-AGES! 977-8881.
alibi.com/v/550o. Also, Ballet-Afrique Basics with Live Drumming.
Beginner friendly, community-oriented class presented by Romy
Keegan of Maple Street Dance. Ballet-Afrique is a fusion of West
African, ballet, modern and jazz forms. 3215 Central Ave NE.
$16. 3:30-5pm. 13+. 366-4982. alibi.com/v/5ssi.

MONDAY JULY 2
O'NIELL'S PUB, Nob Hill Indivisible Nob Hill Weekly Meeting.
Progressive precinct training to energize the community and inject
the state Democratic party with an active and conscientious
progressive voice. 4310 Central Ave SE. 5:30-7:30pm. ALL-AGES!
350-3323. alibi.com/v/5bua.

LEARN
ALBUQUERQUE GARDEN CENTER Herbs in the Xeric Wildlife

Habitat Garden. Docent and herbalist Mary Deaguero gives a
guided tour of the garden and talks about the medicinal uses
of specific xeric plants, benefits to humans, wildlife and more.
10120 Lomas Blvd NE. 10-11am. ALL-AGES! alibi.com/v/5tcq.

WELLNESS/FITNESS
ALBUQUERQUE SHAMBHALA CENTER Heart of Recovery

Meditation Group. A meditation and sharing support group focused
on the practice of Buddhist teachings and the 12 steps of recovery
while integrating the Dharma and the basic goodness of medi-
tation. 1102 Mountain Rd NW. 6-7:30pm. 717-2486.
alibi.com/v/5gr3.

NEW MEXICO ASIAN FAMILY CENTER Queer and Trans

Community Yoga Monthly Gathering. Monthly yoga classes that
honor, value and celebrate the intelligence, perspective, love and
experience of queerness as an inclusive community. 115
Montclaire Dr SE. 6-7:30pm. ALL-AGES! alibi.com/v/5ojj.

SABRINA'S Z CREW FITNESS Zumba Fitness. Newcomers and
seasoned dancers participate in a high energy dance-cardio
class. 4619 Lomas Blvd NE. $5. 4:30pm. ALL-AGES! 620-0327.
alibi.com/v/5gb6.

TUESDAY JULY 3
ALBUQUERQUE COMMUNITY FOUNDATION Impact and Coffee.
Nonprofit leaders, volunteers, board members, funders and people
who want to find their place in the social impact community have
a cup of coffee, network, meet new people and gain inspiration.
624 Tijeras Ave NW. 9-10am. alibi.com/v/5rt7.

WELLNESS/FITNESS
MAPLE STREET DANCE SPACE Introduction to Flamenco Dance.
For anyone who has always wanted to try flamenco, these classes
introduce all the basics taught by Albuquerque native, Leslie
Roybal. $20-$25. 7-8:15pm. 13+. 363-2680. alibi.com/v/5nr8.
Also, Cross Step Waltz for Beginners. Gary Diggs teaches the
classic, basic steps of the waltz. 3215 Central Ave NE. $10-$50.
8-9pm. 18+. 293-5343. alibi.com/v/5ss2.

NATIONAL HISPANIC CULTURAL CENTER ¡Baile!: Rueda de

Casino (Cuban Salsa) Dance Classes. Instructors Evelyn Mora

and Norma Quiñones offer a chance for families and friends

to learn the history, culture and basic movements for salsa,

bachata, merengue and more. 5-6pm. ALL-AGES! 724-4771.

alibi.com/v/5tr4. See Event Horizon. Also, This class is geared
for beginning and intermediate teenagers and adults. Learn foot-
work, partner skills and choreography. No experience necessary.
6-7pm. 13+. 246-2261. alibi.com/v/5tra. Also, In order to partic-
ipate in this class, intermediate and advanced dancers must
know how to keep time, closed position calls, dame, enchufla
and outside turn. 1701 Fourth Street SW. $5–$10. 7-8pm. 13+.
246-2261. alibi.com/v/5trf.

REMEDY DAY SPA Acroyoga Fundamentals. A playful, creative
practice that brings people together for fun, trust and balance.
No partner or experience needed. This is a queer and trans inclu-
sive workshop. 113 Vassar Dr SE. $10. 2pm. 18+. 265-9219.
alibi.com/v/5lex.

SABRINA'S Z CREW FITNESS Zumba Fitness. 4:30pm. ALL-AGES!
See 7/2 listing. Also, Zumba Toning. Build muscle endurance
with cardio. 4619 Lomas Blvd NE. $5. 6-3pm. ALL-AGES!
620-0327. alibi.com/v/5geu.

WEDNESDAY JULY 4
BALLOON FIESTA PARK Freedom Fourth with Jo Dee Messina.
Celebrate our country's independence. Enjoy the largest firework
show in the state, food, local beer in the microbrew garden and
children activities. 5500 Balloon Fiesta Pkwy NE. 3-10pm.
alibi.com/v/5s6c.

PRESBYTERIAN NORTHSIDE Meals on Wheels Volunteer

Orientation. Discover what it means to volunteer for this worthy
organization with a customized training program. 5901 Harper
Dr NE. 3-4:15pm. ALL-AGES! 823-8064. alibi.com/v/5pvc.

WELLNESS/FITNESS
ALBUQUERQUE SHAMBHALA CENTER Public Sitting Meditation.
Practice meditation with fellow community members. 1102
Mountain Rd NW. 6-7pm. 717-2486. alibi.com/v/5gpp.

FLAMENCO WORKS, INC. Flamenco Summer Class Series. 1010
Coal Ave SW. 1pm. ALL-AGES! See 6/28 listing.

HIGH DESERT CENTER FOR SPIRITUAL LIVING Heartfelt

Meditation. A midweek meditation tune-up for the peace of mind,
body and soul. 5621 Paradise NW. 6-7pm. 13+. 922-1200.
alibi.com/v/5mzu.

MAPLE STREET DANCE SPACE Zumba Bliss. 3215 Central Ave
NE. $5. 4:40-5:30pm. ALL-AGES! See 6/28 listing.

SABRINA'S Z CREW FITNESS Strong by Zumba. Burpees, push
ups, planks, squats, jumps, lunges and core work. 4619 Lomas
Blvd NE. $5. 5:45pm. 13+. 207-4953. alibi.com/v/5ggd.

Compiled by Ashli Mayo. Submit your events at alibi.com/events.
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Talks at the Tamarind
Join creatives in the brightly lit, clean space of
the Tamarind Institute (2500 Central Ave. SE)
for a discussion led by artist Nancy Friese. Friese
is a painter and printmaker who has spent the
last several decades examining landscapes in her
work—some as far flung as Giverny to paint
Monet's gardens. Stateside, she divides her time
between Rhode Island (where she heads the
Rhode Island School of Design's printmaking
department) and a farm in North Dakota. During
her time in New Mexico, she completed her first
residency at the Tamarind, and spent most of her
time in the bosque, bringing her connection and
keen eye for natural spaces to the middle Rio
Grande. She will speak at the Institute on
Thursday, June 28 at 5:30pm. Tickets are free,
but an RSVP is required. Visit tamarind.unm.edu
for more information and to register for the
event. 

The Show Goes On …
You know Hamilton, but did you know that Lin-
Manuel Miranda penned the music for In the
Heights now playing at the MTS Center for
Theatre (6320 Domingo Rd. NE, Ste. B)
courtesy of Musical Theatre Southwest? Set in
the Washington Heights neighborhood of New
York City, In the Heights covers three days in the
lives of its residents. Here, big themes are
translated into daily struggles as the characters
observe change on a wide scale in their corner of
the city, grappling with their own homes and
dreams in the midst of them. In the Heightswon
several Tony’s after its premiere in 2008 and
under director Gigi Bella Guajardo’s leadership,
this local production is world-class. New shows
have been added to the play’s run because its
just that good. Catch it Fridays, Saturdays and
Sundays through July 7. Times and tickets are
available online at musicaltheatresw.com. 

Gathering in the Gallery
Experience 516 ART's (516 Central Ave. SW)
current exhibition, 21st Century Cyphers in a
whole new way this Friday, June 29, with a
special event at the Downtown gallery—516
Words. This program brings world class poets
and writers into communion with the substantial
work of the exhibition for reading and discussion.
Emceed by local Don McIver, on-hand will be
writers Matthew John Conley, Holly Myers, V.B.
Price, Erin Radcliffe and poet and hip-hop artist
Kayohes. These diverse voices, working in
diverse styles, offer visitors to the free event
new insights into the themes explored in the
exhibit. Inspiration begins at 8pm. 

Not Dead Yet
The second edition of 100 Things to Do in
Albuquerque Before You Diewas recently
released, courtesy of local writer and adventurer
Ashley M. Biggers. The book highlights the
wonders of our city that we, as locals, too often
forget. Among the list (capped at 100, though
I'm sure it could be extended) are the excursions,
hikes, eats and experiences that make
Albuquerque such an interesting place to live,
and for many, an unforgettable place to visit.
Biggers will be at Bookworks (4022 Rio Grande
Blvd. NW) on Saturday, June 30 at 3pm for a
brief discussion of the book, and for a signing
afterward. More details about the book are
available at ashleymbiggers.com, and of course,
at Bookworks' site, bkwrks.com.  a

FOUND OBJECTS
BYMAGGIE GRIMASON

ARTS | culTuRe Shock

The Way to Albuquerque
New mural depicts migration in all its beautiful diversity 

“We had been talking about doing a mural
since we first bought this building a year and a
half ago,” Luethi said. They connected with
Working Classroom last summer, and later
proposed the project to the City of
Albuquerque Public Art Program, who funded
it. Workshops were conducted with arts
collective TIASO last December and with Kei
& Molly's staff who hail from all over—from
Congo, Cuba, China and beyond—which was
part of the process of nailing down the imagery
that Luethi and Tsuzuki later designed. The
truly collaborative process has helped the
mural resonate with the community that it
looks out on and feel in-step with the
neighborhood. “To do anything that is so visual
and so public without having input from the
community would've been alienating,” Tsuzuki
said. As a result of the workshops with staff, the
two think that everyone who works for the
organization feels a sense of ownership of the
final product. 
As a result of being so deeply in

conversation with the city around them, and
the populations they mean to serve, the
mural—which, when I visited was not even
officially completed—has been very positively
received. Neighbors and passersby have
stopped in to compliment and learn about the
work. And for their part, seeing the mural
complete has been satisfying for the two artists,
who had never previously worked on a such a
scale. Both Luethi and Tsuzuki also hope the
added color will be a boon for their sliver of the
city. “We're hoping that by bringing more life
to this street, we might also bring other people
here to set up businesses,” Luethi said—
envisioning a future where Washington Street
might become a sort of “Textile Row.” 
Moreso, however, they hope that mural

might be a site of education, or at least spark

discussion among neighborhood residents as
well as visitors from farther afield. “We want to
make more people aware of the immigrant and
refugee situation in Albuquerque. Some people
don't even know we have refugees here,”
Luethi explained. “And they are placed here,
they don't choose to come here. So then, they
have to learn to make a life here. I hope others
will maybe learn that.” Tsuzuki followed that
up with her own thoughts on the mural, “to
me, the image is about our shared humanity,”
she explained. “We learn on a daily basis from
our staff. … I hope that people look at it and
see the beauty of the artwork, and then also
think about how we might treat each other
with kindness and respect.” 
On the northernmost corner of the

building, a Native woman stands, backed by a
traditional Navajo rug pattern, welcoming the
other women as they end their journey. “She's
the only one facing the other way, toward the
women who are coming,” Tsuzuki explained,
“the idea being that America is a country
where we are all immigrants unless we are
Native American. We come to this country to
make better lives for ourselves. … We're here
trying to make the best of our lives, and we can
do that with kindness.” 
Kei & Molly Textiles will welcome the

public for a formal reception of the mural,
titled “Making Our Way,” on Monday, July 2 at
9am with Mayor Keller in attendance. The
mural was executed by Working Classroom's
Lead Muralist Angel Pavia, with apprentices
Alonso Estrada, Alayna Martinez and Ana
Palma. Stop by Kei & Molly's store Wednesday,
Thursday or Friday between 10am and 5pm
and check out the mural while you're there, or
stop in for their indigo dying workshop on
Saturday, July 14. More information about the
business and the events they host monthly is
available online at keiandmolly.com.  a

The new mural at Kei & Molly Textiles shows women and their families on their journeys toward Albuquerque ERIC WILLIAMS PHOTOGRAPHY

BY MAGGIE GRIMASON

B
y mid-June, the imagery stretching to the
roof of Kei & Molly Textiles' west facing
wall was nearly done. Volunteers—who

had dutifully shown up every Monday since
work began on June 4—lifted their
paintbrushes to add details, largely under the
direction of muralists from Working Classroom.
The scene depicts about half a dozen women
standing in 12-foot relief, painted as
silhouettes. Behind each woman are common
textile patterns that speak to their places of
origin. The mural, designed by Kei Tsuzuki and
Molly Luethi in collaboration with women of
many backgrounds who work at Kei & Molly
Textiles, means to express the multiplicity of
stories of migration to and arrival in the
United States. 
Kei & Molly Textiles (4400 Silver Ave. SE)

was started in 2010 with the explicit aim to, as
Tsuzuki put it, “provide good opportunities for
immigrants and refugees in our community.”
Both Tsuzuki and Luethi identify as
immigrants, and both therefore speak multiple
languages and have experiences living and
working internationally. Each had also worked
with immigrant and refugee communities
through nonprofits in Albuquerque previously.
“It was a natural, organic kind of fit for us,”
Luethi explained. And so, they started their
business with this foundational aim and have
since grown tremendously. The organization is
well-known locally (and throughout the 300
different locations where their wares are carried
around the country) for their tea towels, screen
printed by hand at their workshop and
storefront on Silver Avenue, though they
design a variety of different items, all with
utility. 
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Prado for the People
Works from Spain's famous museum land in

downtown Albuquerque

BY MAGGIE GRIMASON

S
trolling through Civic Plaza during a mid-
June afternoon, I ducked under the colorful
shade covers that ran for nearly the entirety

of the block across from the Albuquerque
Convention Center on Third Street. Doing so
was like being transported the more than 5,000
miles to Madrid, Spain, where the Museo
Nacional del Prado sits near the city's heart, the
crown jewel of the country's museums. Now for
the entire summer season, what is being called
the Verano del Prado, standout pieces from the
museum's collection are recreated and on display
at Civic Plaza (1 Civic Plaza NW). More than
90 pieces of art are currently arranged in
deliberate progression and on impressive scale.
The selection of paintings includes works by the
likes of masters like El Greco, Diego Velázquez,
Albrecht Dürer and Francisco de Goya. These
pieces from the Spanish royal family's
collections will remain on display until Aug. 31. 
Interpretive signs in both English and

Spanish contextualize the collection for visitors
and include detailed explanations of Spanish
painting and other schools that took cues from
the masters of Spain, or were elsewise collected
by the museum over the course of its nearly 200
years of existence. Standing before such iconic
work as Diego Velázquez' “Las Meninas,” made
the shouts from children running through the
cool waters of the splashpad fall away and I
recalled a morning spent before that very
painting—a depiction of the young Queen
Margaret Theresa, daughter of King Philip IV in
Madrid. (Later, I took the best nap of my life in
El Parque Retiro, waking every few hours to
follow the shade of an Ash Tree.) This painting
is often seen as the culmination of themes and
technique in Velázquez' long career and its
composition and use of charged symbols has
made it one of the most studied pieces of art to
ever come out of Spain. 
Other schools represented in the Prado on

the Plaza exhibition include both French and
German, including “Adam and Eve” by “the
greatest German artist of the 16th century,”
Albrecht Dürer. During the 16th and 17th
centuries, Germany and Spain were close allies,
and the evidence of cultural and creative
exchange apparent in paintings from the period,
as well as in the museum's collection. This piece
is a diptych set of portraits, in two sections
depicting the work's namesakes, with delicate
greenery miraculously covering controversial
bits the waist down. The figures emerging from a
dark background, and the painting—packed
with symbolism both biblical and self-
invented—provided the artist with an
opportunity to paint the idealized human form, a
long held fascination for Renaissance artists.
The original painting, completed in Nuremburg
after an impactful visit to Italy, marks the first
human-scale depiction of a nude in German
history. 
Spanning 5 centuries—the 14th to the

19th—these are just a few of the works you can
expect to see when you head Downtown and
into the west edge of Civic Plaza. Other artists
represented include Peter Paul Rubens,
Hieronymus Bosch and Francisco de Zurbarán.
This exhibition—a truly unique iteration of
public art—is the first of its kind in the United
States. The exhibition has previously toured
Central and South America, making stops in
Lima, San Salvador and Guatemala City.
Albuquerque is the collection's first stop in the
US. 
Guided tours for groups of 10 or more are

available by appointment, and on Friday, Aug.
10 at 7pm local community leaders and
academics will lead a conversation on-site.
Otherwise, the exhibition is open for self-
directed tours during regular hours for the
plaza—8am to 10pm—and is totally free of cost.
As such, access to these foundational works of
Western art is truly equalized here, allowing
individuals to have their own, individualized
experiences with dozens of masterpieces.  a

Visitors take in the work of Diego Velázquez at Prado on the Plaza COURTESY OF THE CITY OF ALBUQUERQUE
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THURSDAY JUNE 28
CFA DOWNTOWN This Is Not A Concert: James Tenney Memorial
Symposium. A concert featuring local musicians and the solo
work of James Tenney. 113 Fourth Street NW. $10. 9pm.
ALL-AGES! (563) 379-9020. alibi.com/v/5to6.

WORDS
RED DOOR BREWING DOWNTOWN TAPROOM Duke City Story
Slam. People tell true, five-minute stories from their lives, without
notes, on this month’s theme for Pride, "Gender."  A panel of
judges score each story and top scores take home a prize. 400
Gold Ave SW. 7pm. alibi.com/v/5s4z.

STAGE
GUILD CINEMAMotley Collective. A variety show featuring magic,
burlesque, comedy, music and more. 3405 Central Ave NE. $5.
10:30pm-1am. 255-1848. alibi.com/v/5sqe.

NATIONAL HISPANIC CULTURAL CENTER Summer Institute
Performances: The Manoa Project. The Manoa Project Teen
Ensemble presents a fully produced original show written and
created by a group of theatre students. 1701 Fourth Street SW.
$8-$10. 8pm. ALL-AGES! 246-2261. alibi.com/v/5ttz.

SONG & DANCE
ABQ BIOPARK BOTANIC GARDEN Summer Nights: Jaribe
Mexicano. Bring blankets, lawn chairs and picnics for an evening
of music. Food, beer and wine are available for purchase. 2601
Central Ave NW. $0-$12. 6-9pm. ALL-AGES! 768-2000.
alibi.com/v/5rlv.

OUTPOST PERFORMANCE SPACE Summer Jazz Nights: Marcos
Cavalcante and Mariano Morales with OrnEtc. World-class jazz
musicians share their love and expertise on the genre live. 210
Yale Blvd SE. $10-$15. 7:30-9:30pm. ALL-AGES! 268-0044.
alibi.com/v/5qsa.

FILM
NATIONAL HISPANIC CULTURAL CENTER Film: Welcome to
Shelbyville. A screening of the powerful documentary "Welcome
to Shelbyville" focuses on a small Tennessee town in the Bible
Belt as it grapples with discrimination in the face of changing
demographics. 1701 Fourth Street SW. 7:30pm. ALL-AGES!
724-4771. alibi.com/v/5ttv.

FRIDAY JUNE 29
WORDS
516 ARTS 516 Words: Matthew John Conley, Kayohes, Holly
Myers, V.B. Price and Erin Radcliffe. The reading spotlights five
acclaimed poets and authors who explore the structures of their
craft through journalism, abstract fiction, literary poetry, spoken
word and hip-hop. 516 Central Ave SW. 8pm. ALL-AGES!
242-1445. alibi.com/v/5sc0.

STAGE
AUX DOG THEATRE Frankie and Johnny in The Clair De Lune.
Johnny's fallen head-over-heels with the reluctant, wary and time-
worn Frankie. For her, it's a one-night stand. For him, it's love-
everlasting. 3011 Monte Vista Blvd NE. $15-$22. 8pm.
596-0607. alibi.com/v/5t7e.

THE BOX PERFORMANCE SPACE The Hive Improv Comedy. An
all-new long-form improv show comprised of nine improvisers,
comedians and actors who have graduated from The Box's Improv
program. 114 Gold Ave SW. $8. 10:15-11:30pm. 15+. 404-1578.
alibi.com/v/5s4m.

DESERT ROSE PLAYHOUSE Beehive: The ’60s Musical. The ulti-
mate celebration of ’60s female empowerment in the days of
miniskirts, transistor radios and flower power as told from the
perspective of six young women. 6921 Montgomery Blvd NE.
$15-$18. 7:30pm. ALL-AGES! 563-0316. alibi.com/v/5t3m.

NATIONAL HISPANIC CULTURAL CENTER Summer Institute
Performances: The Manoa Project. 1701 Fourth Street SW.
$8-$10. 8pm. ALL-AGES! See 6/28 listing.

UNM CONTINUING EDUCATION BUILDING One Night Stand
Comedy Tour. Premier comedians from Albuquerque showcase
their talents in this side-splitting comedy event. 1634 University
Blvd NE. $20. 18+. 400-6872. alibi.com/v/5rgv.

SONG & DANCE
ABQ BIOPARK ZOO Zoo Music: Reckless Kelly. Bring blankets,
lawn chairs and picnics for an evening of music. Food, beer and
wine are available for purchase. 903 10th Street SW. $0-$12.
6-9pm. ALL-AGES! 764-6214. alibi.com/v/5rly.

Calendar | arts & lit 

ALBUQUERQUE MUSEUM OF ART AND HISTORY Salsa Under
the Stars. Great music and dancing with food and beverages
available. 2000 Mountain Rd NW. $0-$18. 6:30-10pm. ALL-AGES!
255-9798. alibi.com/v/5s7e.

ORGANTICA Summer Parking Lot Concerts. Live music every
Friday outside in the medical cannabis clinic parking lot. Blues,
jazz, funk mix with an acoustic opener and a drum circle to close.
4001 Menaul Blvd NE. 5:30-7:30pm. ALL-AGES! (608)
289-3362. alibi.com/v/5oi7.

SPECIAL COLLECTIONS LIBRARY Summer Reading Concert: Le
Chat Lunatique. Enjoy the Gypsy jazz stylings from the local band.
423 Central Ave NE. 2-3pm. ALL-AGES! 848-1376.
alibi.com/v/5pu1.

FILM
BARELAS COMMUNITY CENTER Barelas: Neighborhood at a
Crossroad. The latest installment of GOV-TV’s documentary film
series on Albuquerque neighborhoods focuses on Barelas,
arguably the oldest settlement in the area. 801 Barelas Rd SW.
6-8pm. alibi.com/v/5tpm.

SATURDAY JUNE 30
WORDS
TITLE WAVE BOOKS Third Anniversary Celebration. Celebrate the
store's success with author book signings, an open mic, a book
sale, gourmet refreshments as well as games. 2318 Wisconsin
St NE. 10am-2pm. ALL-AGES! 294-9495. alibi.com/v/5tox.

SONG & DANCE
AFRICAN AMERICAN PERFORMING ARTS CENTER, Expo NM

Oriental Potpourri Gala Belly Dance Show. A night of swirling
veils, clashing swords and musical finger cymbals featuring Middle
Eastern dancers from throughout N.M. 310 San Pedro Dr NE.
7-9:45pm. 222-0778. alibi.com/v/5scv.

ALBUQUERQUE MUSEUM OF ART AND HISTORY Jazz and Blues
Under the Stars. Live blues and jazz with dancing, food and liba-
tions. 2000 Mountain Rd NW. $0-$18. 6:30-10pm. ALL-AGES!
150525597983. alibi.com/v/5s7p.

ELENA GALLEGOS PICNIC AREA Summer Sunset Series: Lady
Fingers with a Thing'r Too. Fun songs from the ’30s to the ’90s
live by local talent. 7100 Tramway Blvd NE. 7pm. ALL-AGES!
452-5205. alibi.com/v/5qfe.

OSUNA NURSERY The Cumberlands. Enjoy live folk music and
beautiful plants. 501 Osuna Rd NE. Noon-2pm. 345-6644.
alibi.com/v/5twm.

SOUTH BROADWAY CULTURAL CENTER The Burque R&B Soul
Revival Show. Join Delphia, De Luz, JJ and the Hooligans and
more for an evening of rhythm, blues and soul. 1025 Broadway
Blvd SE. 7-9:15pm. 848-1320. alibi.com/v/5sct.

JERRY CLINE TENNIS COMPLEX Movies in the Park: Beauty and
the Beast. Enjoy the free film as a family. Bring blankets, lawn
chairs and enjoy food trucks on site. 7205 Constitution NE.
8:15-10pm. 224-6682. alibi.com/v/5s67.

SUNDAY JULY 1
SONG & DANCE
NATIONAL HISPANIC CULTURAL CENTER Domingos en Arte: La
Chamba. A family-friendly summer event at the charming fountain
courtyard featuring live music, drinks and delicious Latin cuisine.
1701 Fourth Street SW. $13-$18. 7:30pm. ALL-AGES! 724-4771.
alibi.com/v/5tqy.

LEARN
[ C ] Feedback Loop with Daniel McCoy. A lecture series providing
artists the opportunity to engage in critical dialogiue with their
peers and the public about topics of their choosing. 1120 Tijeras
Ave NW. 7pm. ALL-AGES! alibi.com/v/5s76.

NEW MEXICO MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY AND SCIENCE

Reinventing Anatomy: Paper Pulp Sculpture. 1801 Mountain Rd
NW. $45-$50. 10am-noon. 13+. See 6/30 listing.

WELLS PETROGLYPH PRESERVE, Velarde Art on the Rocks:
Creating Petroglyph Inspired Silk Scarves. Bring a sketchbook
and join fiber artist Nadina Barnes as she leads a session on
dying silk scarves and then removing dye to mimic the petroglyphs
found on Mesa Prieta. HWY 68. $125. 8:30am-2:30pm.
852-1351. alibi.com/v/5rua.

MONDAY JULY 2
FILM
CENTRAL & UNSER LIBRARY The Great American Read: Harry
Potter and the Sorcerer's Stone. The Great American Read explores
books through the lens of America’s 100 best-loved novels as
voted by the public, currently highlighting one of these novels
with a film showing. 8081 Central Ave NW. 5:15-7:15pm.
ALL-AGES! 768-4320. alibi.com/v/5srm.

ARTS& LIT
CALENDAR

Compiled by Ashli Mayo. Submit your events at alibi.com/events.

CSLPlasma.com

*Applicable for eligible, quali�ed new donors. Fees vary by weight and location. 
New donors must bring photo ID, proof of address and Social Security number.

New Donors:
Donate plasma today 
and earn up to $400 
this month!*

Who knew I could earn money and save lives.

211 4TH ST. NW, SUITE 15 • ALBUQUERQUE, NM 87107 • 505-359-2262
204 SAN MATEO BLVD. SE • ALBUQUERQUE, NM 87108 • 505-243-4449

Redeem at your nearest donation center for details.

Center staff scan to enter payment comment.
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Many Happy Returns
The Albuquerque Public Art Program marks 40 years

BY MAGGIE GRIMASON

O
n Albuquerque's West Mesa, surfacing

through the chalky black patina of the

volcanic rock there, images appear from

the paler stone beneath. A macaw peers out

of the basalt at Boca Negra Canyon,

handprints are marked upon the

escarpment—these are a few of the 20,000

petroglyphs that evidence Native Americans

and Spanish colonists injecting creative

meaning into their environment hundreds to

thousands of years ago. 

As these petroglyphs quietly endure under

the early summer sun some eight miles away,

deep inside the Albuquerque Convention

Center renowned fresco artist Frederico Vigil

continued work in this vein of materializing

the imagination of a place and its people.

There, in the heart of downtown

Albuquerque, he is laboring over the detailed

process of creating a fresco in a massive

rounded stairwell of the building—a process

that will take four years in total. Vigil is one

of many creatives working in a host of

different mediums to invigorate the city and

visualize its past, present and future. 

“We were all given this amazing gift from

the Ancestral Puebloans who made all those

petroglyphs in the rocks,” Sherri

Brueggemann, the city's Public Art Program

Urban Enchancement Division Manager,

said. The petroglyphs “are worked into little

nooks and corners and every place you go

along the escarpment. It's well documented

that some are comedic, some are very

spiritual, some are informative and

directional—yet all of it is done from this

creative place. That is something

Albuquerque has inherited from those

Indigenous cultures, this way of marking our

space with message and meaning with the

human hand. That's what we continue to

do.” 

The public art of Albuquerque is similarly

tucked onto walls and crosswalks and

billboards on so many city blocks, or soaring

skyward on Downtown buildings, but all in

all it has become part of the bedrock of the

city in ways both small and grand. It's hard

to take a walk in this town without

encountering something that effectively

works as public art. Stepping outside of the

Convention Center onto Third Street and

crossing Civic Plaza, I bumped into the jovial

figure of Senator Dennis Chavez translated

into a sculptural piece completed by Cynthia

Rowland in 1999. In eyeshot was Jake

Lovato's Holocaust Memorial. Heading west

down Central I passed the colorful “Yei Be

Chei Central” near Fifth Street. And the art

isn't just concentrated Downtown, but

instead is painted into landscapes the city

over—from the Northeast Heights to the far

Westside. 

“Public art is really part of Albuquerque's

identity,” Brueggemann continued, “We

might not have a big, iconic piece like 'The

Bean' in Chicago, but what we have is public

art everywhere you turn around. It might be

on a pedestrian scale—on benches or

banners, but it's everywhere. It shows that

we are a city that values art in our built

environment.”

Our city's Public Art Program is marking

its 40th anniversary this year—that makes us

the 15th oldest of our kind in the country.

Over the course of those 40 years,

somewhere upwards of 18 million dollars

have been channeled into bringing art into

the public sphere through the 1 percent

program—which sets aside 1 percent of funds

from general obligation bonds for city

construction to purchase and commission

art. “We are absolutely sure,” Brueggemann

said, “we don't know which day it will

happen or exactly which project it is going to

be—but we will acquire our 1,000th piece of

art during our 40th anniversary year.” 

That milestone could be realized in any of

the many, many projects that the Public Art

Program currently has underway; the list of

current projects and their specs that

Brueggemann slid across the table to me

totaled eight pages. The list included a large-

PHOTOS BY ERIC WILLIAMS PHOTOGARPHYThe Quantum Bridge mural by Aaron Noble and 10 student apprentices is one example of eye-catching work

support by the Public Art Program

The new mural at Kei & Molly Textiles shows women and their families on

their journeys toward Albuquerque
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scale work of art that utilizes reclaimed water

in the Sawmill district, Vigil's fresco in the

Convention Center, a mural currently

underway in Los Tomases Park, a piece of

video art for the JumboTron in Civic Plaza

and a temporary art installation at Tingley

Beach by artist Daniel Richmond, to name

just a few. 

Beyond supporting the commission and

creation of artworks such as these, the Public

Art Program is helping to set standards for

creative work in our community. Not only do

they pay artists invited to submit designs for

their time even if their proposal is not

selected, but they are helping to develop the

bylines of best practice when it comes to

mural work, for example. Effectively, the

program is “an open door,” as Brueggemann

put it, a resource for creatives working in the

public sphere. They help advise artists on

their rights, like understanding their

intellectual property rights under copyright

laws and the Visual Artists Rights Act. The

small staff is always up for “having those

conversations in a fluid way throughout our

community to help everybody feel good

about murals in Albuquerque—because

they're exploding,” she said. 

All of these efforts vivify and give texture

to life in Albuquerque. They add value that

transcends the purely economic. These

works of art help us to, like Brueggemann

described, see the human hands at work in

our built environment, lending potent

human symbols to otherwise blank brick and

concrete. There's no bar for entry, either—

the art exists for everyone. It is threaded into

daily lives played out against the backdrop of

the city just as profoundly as it shapes the

experiences of visitors stepping out of the

Sunport or exiting I-40. Whether we live

here or are just passing through, it

encourages us to look more closely at—and

sometimes question—the spaces we exist in,

and how values, culture and identity are

made manifest.

Looking to the future, Brueggemann said,

“I want public art to be loved and embraced.

I want there to continue to be more demand

than resources, I don't want that to ever

stop. I would like us to have as much

diversity as we can in terms of location,

scale, medium. … [and] I want people to feel

like we are a go-to organization that can help

them realize what they want to see in the

city.” 

Here's to another 40 years of the Public

Art Program, and their unique ability to

facilitate the expression of more than just

beauty, but meaning and engagement, in the

environment we all share.  a

“Southwest Pieta,” by Luis Jimenez was the first piece commissioned by the Public Art Program; the piece

provoked discourse on identity and heritage in ABQ
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BY ROBIN BABB

S
arah Ciccotello and Chris McQuary must

be immune to the smell of their bakery by

now, but I’m certainly not. I haven’t eaten

breakfast when I come to visit them at their

small communal kitchen in the North Valley,

and I can feel my stomach begin rumbling

when I catch the beautiful aroma of freshly

baked pastries. The treats that Burque

Bakehouse creates are truly a sensory

experience: I vividly remember the pop of

yellow yolk in their kimchi egg danish and the

crunch of the flaky, layered pastry dough when

I first took a bite of their artichoke-ricotta

danish at the Rail Yards Market last year. I also

remember having to go back for another one,

because damn are they good.
There are tall rolling shelves full of

danishes, croissants and sticky buns cooling in
the cramped kitchen that Burque Bakehouse
shares with Planty Sweet, ABQ Fit Food and
New Mexico Ferments. Including Ciccotello
and McQuary, there’s four people working in
the kitchen, and with me and the
photographer in the mix there’s barely any
room to move around. “We’re looking to find
our own space eventually,” is one of the first
things Ciccotello tells me.

Ciccotello is the master baker in the room.
She studied at the San Francisco Baking
Institute and worked at Slate Street Café and
Los Poblanos, as well as at the award-winning
restaurant Compound in Santa Fe. After living
here for 18 years, she was disappointed that
there were no bakeries in Albuquerque making
the kinds of bread and pastries she wanted to
eat: immaculately crafted goods made from the
highest quality ingredients. So, in 2015, she
decided to make them herself. Burque
Bakehouse started baking their goods and
selling them at the Rail Yards and Downtown
Growers’ Markets that year, and Burqueños
responded by cleaning them out almost every
weekend. Their popularity hasn’t waned since.

Although it certainly looks otherwise,
McQuary assures me that this is the off-season
for them—it’s January when I visit, so the
weekend markets aren’t running and
“everyone’s on a new diet, so they’re not
picking up pastries so often.” Besides the
markets, though, they’re still selling to some
local cafés—Zendo Coffee, Michael Thomas
Coffee Roasters and the Slate Street Café at
the Albuquerque Museum. They also fill a
select number of special orders for on- or off-
menu items (Ciccotello bakes the occasional
wedding or birthday cake) each year, but
they’ve increasingly had to turn people down
because they just can’t meet the demand with
their limited space and workforce. Although

it’s a good problem to have, it’s obvious that
Ciccotello wants to be doing more. 

“I want to start making more bread,”
Ciccotello tells me, “but it’s hard to make
bread on such a small scale.” There’s other
things they want to do, too, like experiment
with more local produce: “A danish is the
perfect vehicle for whatever’s in season,” she
says. Currently, they make their danishes with
mushrooms from Edgewood, kimchi from their
kitchenmates at New Mexico Ferments and
cheese from Tucumcari Cheese Company and
Old Windmill Dairy. They frequently pick up
ingredients from local growers and producers
while at the weekend markets, too. They also
source all (or as much as they can get) of their
flour from Sangre de Cristo, an agricultural
cooperative north of Taos that grows strains of
wheat native to New Mexico. “When they run
out, there’s a flour from Utah that I like to use,
too,” Ciccotello says. There is no part of the
process or ingredients that she doesn’t obsess
over.

And it pays off in the final product: Burque
Bakehouse’s goods are delicious, unique and
beautiful. Attention is paid to every detail,
like the sprinkle of black sesame seeds on the
kimchi egg danish or the coating of fine
speculoos sugar on the cruffins (that’s a
croissant-muffin, mind you). The twice-baked
almond croissant (their best seller) was born
out of necessity—they wanted to find a way to
use day-old croissants instead of throwing
them out. The “stale” croissants are filled with
almond cream and then baked a second time,
then coated in powdered sugar and sliced
almonds. The result is a crunchy, delightfully
sweet treat.

For Ciccotello, it’s clear that this is a case
of somebody finding their calling. 

They expect to have a bakery and
storefront of their own sometime before 2020,
and the sooner the better. The size of their
current kitchen limits their production
capacity by quite a lot—more space would
mean they could hire more bakers and
experiment with more recipes that only make
sense to make in large quantities. With the
popularity of Burque Bakehouse’s goods, it’s
doubtless that a storefront would be a runaway
success. Add some locally-roasted coffee into
the mix and it sounds like a place I’ll be
spending every weekend morning at.

Before I leave the kitchen, Ciccotello asks
me if I’m a baker. “Just an amateur one,” I say,
as she pulls something in a plastic bin off of a
shelf. “Would you like some of our sourdough
starter? His name is Larry,” she says. (It’s
traditional to name one’s sourdough starter,
though it’s usually a woman’s name—“Larry,”
for some reason, makes me giggle.) “It’s all
New Mexico wild yeasts in there, so it won’t
taste like any other sourdough.” This is the
same starter that goes into nearly all of Burque
Bakehouse’s pastries and breads, so I knew I
was getting something good. I had been trying
and failing all winter to get my own starter
going, but it’s too cold and drafty in my
apartment for the yeasts to become active. I
was already walking out of their bakery with a
bag full of pastries; to say that this last gift was
generous is an understatement. 

Some of that starter went into a beautiful
loaf of sourdough a few days after the
interview. The smell while baking it was
amazing. I’ll certainly be sending the folks over
at Burque Bakehouse an update on the
wonderful things Larry, Jr. is doing with
himself these days. a

Burque Bakehouse is a
Local Treasure

Local bakery makes uniquely delicious bread and pastries

WEEKLY SPECIALS

BYROBIN BABB

Know Your New Mexico Wines
More and more wineries have popped up

throughout New Mexico in recent years. Vintners
(and retirees looking for a new pastime) are
beginning to realize that not only is the state’s arid
climate ideal for growing grapes, but also that the
price of land per acre is a lot cheaper than out in
California’s wine country. What’s more, some of
them are turning out really fantastic wines. If
you’ve never bought a bottle of New Mexican wine
before, here’s a brief primer on just a few of the
wineries that have impressed us.

Gruet Winery
As Master Sommelier Tim Gaiser mentioned in

an interview, Gruet is “a real New Mexico success
story.” Gilbert Gruet was making wine in Bethon,
France, before a trip to the Southwest US in 1983
convinced him that southern New Mexico was the
perfect location for expanding his growing and
winemaking endeavors. Two of Gruet’s children
moved to New Mexico to spearhead the operation
in 1984, and they’ve been making award-winning
wines ever since. Their Blanc de Blancs and Blanc
de Noirs are delicious, especially served chilled on a
hot summer day. You can find their wines available
in any wine or liquor store in the city, or by visiting
their Albuquerque tasting room at 8400 Pan
American Freeway NE.

St. Clair Winery
St. Clair is New Mexico’s largest winery,

producing over 70 different wines from their
vineyard in Deming, many of which have won state
and national awards. The 2015 St. Clair Bellissimo
and St. Clair Chardonnay both won awards at the
New Mexico State Fair Wine Competition last year,
and both are exceptionally good summer wines.
You can visit the St. Clair Bistro here in
Albuquerque to try many of their wines—and have
a fine dinner on their patio—or you can visit the
winery in Deming and take a tour of the vineyard.

Wines of the San Juan
There’s a winery up in the northern half of the

state, nestled in the San Juan River Valley, that
regularly produces some amazing wines. David and
Marcia Arnold bought the land in 1999 with a
dream to make it into a vineyard, and no prior
knowledge of winemaking to help them on their
way. But in the past two decades they’ve honed
that skill well, and have brought home several
awards to prove it. Their signature Girls Are
Meaner® white wine won the bronze at the New
Mexico State Fair last year, and for good reason:
It’s a lovely, sweet wine that pairs excellently with
spicy dishes. Pay Wines of the San Juan a visit at
233 Hwy. 511 next time you’re headed north.

Sheehan Winery
Sheehan is one of New Mexico’s youngest

wineries, but it’s pioneered by Sean Sheehan, who
worked for nearly a decade as lead winemaker for
several other New Mexico wineries. It’s obvious
that he knows what he’s doing, because, as the
Sheehan Winery website says, “in 2017, Sheehan
Winery submitted 17 wines to the New Mexico
State Fair Wine Competition and won 17 Gold,
Silver and Bronze awards—the most of any winery
in New Mexico.” Those are pretty good stats. The
grapes used in Sheehan wines are grown in
Corrales and in Bosque Farms, right in our neck of
the woods. Try their Coireil Rosé: a sweet and
fruity wine made for sipping on warm evenings. The
winery itself—which is, essentially, the Sheehans’
backyard in the Vecinos del Bosque—offers private
wine tastings by appointment on Saturdays and
Sundays.  a

A selection of Burque Bakehouse’s popular pastries ERIC WILLIAMS PHOTOGRAPHY
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FOOD | DrinkinG WiTh The prOS

Tim Gaiser on
Summer Wines

The Master Sommelier on what wines go

best with hot temperatures

BY ROBIN BABB

W
e’re at that point in the summer when

the temperature starts climbing and dads

start hallucinating that everybody loves

grilling as much as they do. If you’re one of

those dads (or at the mercy of one of those

dads), you probably love a cold beer to go

along with your brat or your burger. But I’m

here to tell you that there are other options for

peak-of-summer beverages: a dry rosé, for

example, or a chilled Côtes-du-Rhône red.

How about you level up your grill game with a

hearty Malbec, my dude.
Truthfully, I’m not the wine expert giving

you suggestions like that (although the
editorial tone is all me). Those tips are coming
from Tim Gaiser, an educator in all things
wine, an adjunct professor for the Rudd Center
for Professional Wine Studies and the only
Master Sommelier in New Mexico. After
living in wine country in California for many
years, Gaiser moved back to his home state of
New Mexico with his family in September of
last year. 

I recently chatted with Gaiser on the
phone about how to shop for wine and what’s
best for drinking in the summer. I didn’t really
know what talking with a Master Sommelier
would be like and was a little intimidated at
first (I know next to nothing about wine, and
can’t even fake it), but Gaiser is incredibly
down-to-earth and approachable, so I was
pretty quickly able to relax and learn some
things from him.

“Context is the single most important
factor in choosing a wine. How, when, why,
who you’re enjoying the wine with, what
you’re eating with it,” Gaiser says. It’s
important to consider not only what you like
but what the other people you’re drinking with
might like the best. For that reason, Gaiser
says, it’s best to drink uncomplicated wine if
you’re sharing it with a large group. “[Go for]
something unfussy and tasty with low acidity.
Stay away from something that’s too big on
alcohol, unless you’re cooking something that
can stand up to it.”

Some general warm-weather wine tips:
“Warmer summer temperatures and al fresco
dining call for youthful, vibrant whites with
tart acidity and little, if any oak. You should
never hesitate to try a new rosé, too. They’re
cheap and typically good. Also there’s nothing
wrong with white zinfandel, and you should
give yourself permission to try it.”

For those of us who want some more
specific guidance in our summer wine
selection, Gaiser was kind enough to provide a

list of types of wine to look for at the store. 
“Good choices for white wines would

include:
Dry Riesling from Germany, Austria or

Australia

Pinot Grigio from Alto Adige in Italy

Albariño from Rías Biaxas in Spain

Grüner Veltliner from Austria

Mâcon (Chardonnay) from France  

“Dry rosés are my go to summer wines.
There are any number of good sources: 

Bandol, Côtes de Provence and Tavel from

France

Garnacha Rosado from Navarra in Spain

Pinot Noir or Grenache Rosé from California or

Washington

Grenache or Mourvèdre Rosé from Australia

The best way to shop for wine, Gaiser says,
is to start with a wine you know that you like
and ask somebody savvy at a wine store what’s
similar. If you don’t have one particular wine
in mind, just start with picking between red or
white, and whether you like things on the
drier or the sweeter side of the spectrum. If you
visit a good wine shop—Jubilation, Quarters
and Total Wine are all good options here—the
employees there should be more than capable
of steering you in the right direction.

What’s the best rule of thumb in choosing a
wine? “Drink what you want to drink!” Gaiser
says. There’s no need to consult a sommelier
every time you want to buy a bottle. Don’t
worry about what’s “right” or “wrong”—if it
tastes good to you, then it is good.  a
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The Great Silence
Classic Italian Western is restored to its cold, dark glory

the bounty hunter is at an end. Gideon is to
pardon as many of them as he can and arrest the
ones who don’t want to give up their chaotic
ways and become proper American citizens.

But Snow Hill is a hotbed of old school
lawlessness. Bounty killers are running rampant,
collecting rewards for gunning down anyone with
a price on their head. Frequently, these “dead or
alive” bounties are placed on poor, starving
citizens who have run afoul of greedy landowners,
bankers and business owners. Leading these
bounty killers is grinning gun lover Loco
(frequent Spaghetti Western baddie Klaus
Kinski), whose soft-spoken manner belies his
callous nature. 

Wandering into this chaotic situation is our
titular anti-hero, a mysterious gunslinger named
Silence (French legend Jean-Louie Trintignant
from A Man and a Woman, Trans-Europ-Express,
Z andThe Conformist). He’s given the name
because, as one character points out, “wherever
he goes, the silence of death follows.” Plus, he’s
mute; so there’s that.

Silence is a vigilante—a sort of Old West
Batman who protects the innocent and defends
justice. He carries a cutting-edge “Broomhandle”
Mauser C96 pistol (the basis of fellow rogue Han
Solo’s DL-44 blaster, don’t ya know). Unlike Han
Solo, however, Silence never shoots first. He only
fires in self-defense. He’s also fond of showing
mercy, merely shooting the thumbs off of his
opponents in order to take them out of the
gunfighting game.

Upon entering Snow Hill, Silence is hired by
vengeance-craving widow Pauline (American

REEL WORLD
BYDEVIN D. O’LEARY

Film History 101
New Mexico film historian and author Jeff Berg
(writer of—what else?—New Mexico Filmmaking)
hosts a night of films and discussions. Fascinating
film clips of major motion pictures shot right here
in New Mexico are the highlight while Berg
shares his knowledge of local film history. The
event takes place this Thursday, June 28, at the
La Sala de Galisteo Arts Center (5637 State
Highway 41 in Galisteo, just outside Santa Fe)
starting at 7pm. Admission is free. For more
information go to lasaladegalisteo.org.

Science Museum, Science Fiction
The New Mexico Natural History Foundation
brings back Family Movie Night at the New
Mexico Museum of Natural History & Science’s
DynaTheater on Friday, June 29. The film this
time around is Star Wars: The Last Jedi, which
will look nifty as heck on the DynaTheater’s
towering movie screen. Doors open at 5:30pm,
and the film begins at 6:30pm. Tickets are $7 for
adults, $6 for seniors and $5 for children 3 to 12.
The New Mexico Museum of Natural History is
located at 1801 Mountain Rd. NW. For more info
go to naturalhistoryfoundation.org/family-movie-
night. 

Submit Down South!
Attention, filmmakers! Saturday, June 30 is the
early bird deadline to submit your work to next
year’s Las Cruces International Film Festival. The
fourth annual festival takes place Feb. 20
through 24, 2019 and features five days’ worth
of films, workshops, parties and panel
discussions. Festival organizers hand out a
number of awards, including Best Narrative
Short, Best Documentary Short, Best Animation,
Best Student Film, Best Music Video, Best
Director and Best Screenplay. Early bird
submission costs are $30 for features, $25 for
shorts, $20 for music videos and $15 for student
films. Submit your work now through
filmfreeway.com. For more information on the
festival itself, go to lascrucesfilmfest.com

Read & Watch
The Great American Read, which celebrates
America’s 100 most-loved novels, comes to
Albuquerque this Monday, July 2. The Patrick J.
Baca Library (8081 Central Ave. NW) gets in on
the fun with a screening of the 2001 movie Harry
Potter & the Sorcerer’s Stone from 5:15 to
7:15pm. The movie is, of course, adapted from J.K.
Rowling’s much-loved 1997 book. Here’s a
chance to watch the film and vote for your own
favorite reads. This event is free and open to the
public.

Short Time Shooters
If you’re a filmmaker itching to make a short film,
you should know that Monday, July 2 is the early
bird deadline to become a part of this year’s 48
Hour Film Project here in Albuquerque. From July
27 through 29, teams of filmmakers will be given
a film genre, a character, a prop and a line of
dialogue and will have just 48 hours to write,
cast, direct, shoot, edit, score and premiere their
short masterpieces. The winning film will go up
against films from around the world at
Filmapalooza 2019 for a chance to win the grand
prize and an opportunity to screen at the Cannes
Film Festival 2019’s Short Film Corner. Early bird
registration is $148 per team. The regular
deadline ends July 17 and the late registration
ends July 27. To sign up or to check out all the
details for yourself, go to
48hourfilm.com/albuquerque-nm. a

actress Vonetta McGee, who would go on to fame
in the blaxploitation genre with Blacula, Shaft in
Africa and Detroit 9000). Pauline’s husband was
just killed by Loco because local banker/justice of
the peace/all-around jerk Henry Pollicut (Luigi
Pistilli) put a price on his head (mostly because
he wants to sleep with Pauline). Sheriff Burnett
would be perfectly fine if Silence put a bullet in
the troublemaking Loco. But Loco is an expert at
skirting the letter of the law. Plus Silence’s
personal code of honor won’t allow him to draw
first. And the bounty killer’s icy temperament
precludes Silence’s plan to goad him into a
gunfight.

In many ways The Great Silence is the
prototypical Spaghetti Western, a perfect
distillation of the themes, plots and visual cues
present in all Italian shoot-’em-ups. The tone is
bleak and cynical. The score is by Ennio
Morricone (who did everything from 1964’s A
Fistful of Dollars to 2015’s The Hateful Eight). Our
main character is a tightlipped, stubble-bedecked
stranger in the same mold as genre stalwarts
Django and Sartana. By movie’s end we just know
a wounded, Christlike Silence will be squaring off
against his evil opponent. But The Great Silence
subverts a number of tropes, even within the
Spaghetti Western genre. Visually speaking,
desert sandstorms are traded for mountain
snowstorms. Storywise, Loco shares almost equal
screen time with Silence, giving the film an
unexpectedly evenhanded back-and-forth
between hero and villain. The inclusion of an
African American actress in a prominent role is
unusual for both Westerns and Spaghetti
Westerns and hints at some of the topical
metaphors Corbucci was making with this film.
And finally, there’s the film’s “controversial”
wrap-up, which … well, let’s just say it’s not the
kind of thing you’d see in a John Wayne movie.

Cold-hearted and unsentimental in the
extreme, Corbucci’s long-lost masterpiece is
essential viewing for fans of Western movies—
particularly those of the non-American variety.
a

The Great Silence
Directed by Sergio Corbucci

Starring Jean-Louis Trintignant, Klaus Kinski, Frank

Wolff, Vonetta McGee

Unrated; Opens Saturday, 6/30

BY DEVIN D. O’LEARY

W
hen it comes to movies, there are Westerns
and there are Spaghetti Westerns. Westerns
were an industry unto themselves, cranking

out an unbroken string of “oaters,” “cowboy pics”
and “horse operas” from the silent era of the teens
well into the early ’60s, when their popularity
finally began to wane. The Western genre is an
extended, twangy song of praise to the myth of
the American West—a gunpowder-scented,
Manifest Destiny-driven tale of the rugged
individualism that “tamed” a nation. These
stories invariably center on a single, upstanding
fellow—most perfectly and quite frequently
embodied in the form of genre icon John
Wayne—whose compassion, manly virtue and
quick skill with a pistol allegedly comprise the
fundamental DNA of every red-blooded
American male. The capitalistic subordination of
nature—in the form of towns, ranches, mines and
railroads—and the macho concept of personal
honor—often wrapped in the form of “frontier
justice”—continue to influence American ideals
long after the Western genre has faded from
popular consciousness.

Spaghetti Westerns, on the other hand, didn’t
really come into existence until the turbulent
’60s. Shot on the cheap, often with Spain’s desert
region of Almería subbing for the American
Southwest, these darker-toned European imports
revised and reimagined the myth of the
American West through more distanced and far
more cynical eyes. Gone were the noble men in
white hats, replaced by rough anti-heroes (most
of them Italian actors sporting fake names and
dubbed voices) with far more selfish motives.
Sergio Leone, with his “Man With No Name”
trilogy (A Fistful of Dollars; For a Few Dollars
More; The Good, The Bad and The Ugly), was the
biggest luminary in the field. But following close
behind was cult figure Sergio Corbucci, whose
1968 masterpiece The Great Silence has been
digitally restored in 4k resolution just in time for
its 50th anniversary.

The film—shot in northern Italy amid the
rocky Dolomites—is brutal, uncompromising and
visually sweeping. It was never actually released
theatrically in America and didn’t even get a
DVD treatment until 2001. So, it’s a treat to
finally view it properly in this crisp new
restoration, particularly as its indelible
snowbound scenery was a major inspiration to
filmmaker Quentin Tarantino when he shot his
American Spaghetti Western The Hateful Eight. 

The Great Silence takes place in the late 1890s,
as the era of the American West is slowly dying
and giving way to the 20th century. The Utah
Territory is about to be admitted as the 45th state
of the Union. Ready to civilize this wild land, the
governor dispatches a new sheriff to Snow Hill,
Utah. Sheriff Gideon Burnett (stock Roger
Corman actor Frank Wolff, who went on to a
number of Italian Westerns, including Leone’s
Once Upon a Time in the West) is a no-nonsense
lawman with a surprisingly forward-thinking
edict. The era of the gunslinger, the outlaw and

Not a cactus in sight.
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T
he 4th of July is all about the fireworks.

But you’ve got to wait until after dark for

that. That leaves you an entire day to …

what? Eat hot dogs? Drink American beer?

Ruin a Slip ’n’ Slide? Seriously, it’s hot out.

Let’s just stay inside where the air-

conditioning is and watch TV. It’s our patriotic

duty, you know.
As is the case with most holidays, Turner

Classic Movies starts us out bright and
insomniac-early with a parade of
Independence Day-themed Hollywood
classics. It starts with 1935’s Ah, Wilderness!
(TCM 5:45am), Eugene O’Neill’s look at
small town America with Wallace Beery and
Lionel Barrymore. That’s followed by Elia
Kazan’s 1963 film America, America (TCM
7:30am), which follows a young Greek
immigrant (Stathis Giallelis) who will stop at
nothing to get to America. Unsurprisingly, the
Revolutionary War gets some major coverage
with 1940’s The Howards of Virginia (TCM
10:30am), 1955’s The Scarlet Coat (TCM
12:30pm), 1959’s John Paul Jones (TCM
2:15pm) and 1959’s The Devil’s Disciple
(TCM 4:30pm). Patriotic songwriter George
M. Cohan gets the biopic treatment (courtesy
of James Cagney) in 1942’s classic musical
Yankee Doodle Dandy (TCM 6pm). The
founding fathers sing their way through the
Second Continental Congress in 1972’s 1776
(TCM 8:15pm). From there we skip right to
World War II with the 1943 USO tour romp
Four Jills in a Jeep (TCM 11:15pm). All the
holidays are covered in 1942’s Holiday Inn
(TCM 1:15am), which is why TCM breaks it
out about six times a year. The Independence

Day sequence is just a Fred Astaire dance
number, but it’s Fred Astaire. The day closes
out at Turner Classic with the 1927 short
“The Flag: A Story Inspired by the Tradition
of Betsy Ross” (TCM 3:15am).
If you’re looking for some more modern

movie fare, there’s Captain America: The
First Avenger (FX 4:30pm) and Captain
America: The Winter Soldier (FX 7pm),
which feature the adventures of our country’s
most red, white and blue superhero. Or there’s
Live Free or Die Hard (TNT 7pm), which
features a title adapted from New Hampshire’s
state motto and has Bruce Willis battling
terrorists in Washington, D.C. What could be
more American than that?
The fireworks finally get going in the

evening. First up is “Fourth of July at the
White House” (Hallmark 6pm). Country
singer Sara Evans hosts. But with luck, Donald
Trump will stop by to hug a flag and mumble
some made-up words to the National Anthem.
The “Macy’s 4th of July Fireworks
Spectacular” (KOB-4 7pm) takes place in
midtown Manhattan and features
performances by Jennifer Lopez, Lady
Antebellum, Sheryl Crow, Brad Paisley and
Hailee Steinfeld. The folks from “American
Ninja Warrior” host. Highlights of “A Capitol
Fourth” (KNME-5 7pm) include Jimmy
Buffett and the Broadway cast of Escape to
Margaritaville, The Beach Boys, Pentatonix,
The Temptations, The National Symphony
Orchestra, The US Army Herald Trumpets
and host John Stamos—who, I’m sorry to
report, will probably be singing with The
Beach Boys. Happy Holiday! a

TELEVISION | IDIOT BOX By DEVIN D. O’LEary

THE WEEK IN

SLOTH

with a marathon of women-in-charge
cinema. Learn your place, gentlemen,
with 1965’s She, 1967’s Prehistoric
Women, 1945’s Tarzan and the
Amazons and 1958’s Queen of Outer
Space. Among tonight’s Amazonian
rulers: Ursula Andress, Martine Beswick
and Zsa Zsa Gabor.

SATURDAY 30

“Fate/EXTRA Last Encore: Oblitus
Copernican Theory” (Netflix
streaming anytime) I have a hard time
following/comprehending Fate/Stay
Night, a collection of anime movies/TV
shows based on the PlayStation visual
novel/video game series about
students/wizards in modern-day Tokyo
battling one another in the “Holy Grail
War.” Now, we have this new anime
series based on the spinoff video game
for PlayStation Portable, which is
apparently set in a parallel universe to
the original branching storyline. … Have
at it, fans.

“Sir Mix-A-Lot’s House Remix” (DIY
6pm) Yes, the singer of such immortal
classics as “Baby Got Back” and “Put
’Em On the Glass” is now really into
home remodeling.

SUNDAY 1

Killer Single Dad (Lifetime 6pm)
Lifetime Original Movies, the masters of
suburban white lady paranoia, return
with this hilariously implausible thriller
about “an expectant mother who
befriends a good Samaritan, unaware
he is actually the father to her unborn
baby and is ‘collecting’ all of the

children he sired as an
anonymous sperm donor.”

“Kandi Koated Nights” (Bravo
10pm) “Real Housewives of
Atlanta” star Kandi Burruss gets a
“candid” half-hour chat show
based on her “popular” web
series. Welcome to fame in the
21st century, people.

“Mostly 4 Millennials” (Cartoon
Network 1am) This manic, weird
live-action chat show for Adult
Swim (which traffics exclusive in
manic, weird live-action these
days) pokes merciless fun at
millennials. Tide Pods and emojis,
y’all!

MONDAY 2

“Naked and Marooned with Ed
Stafford” (Animal Planet 8pm)
Why be naked and afraid when
you can be naked and
marooned? Just ask English
explorer and naked guy trapped
on a tropical island for 60 days,
Ed Stafford.

TUESDAY 3

Strokes of Genius (KWBQ-19
7pm) This feature documentary
showcases the epic 2008 rivalry
between five-time Wimbledon
champ Roger Federer and
Spanish upstart Rafael Nadal. …
That, or its a gay porn film.

WEDNESDAY 4

See “Idiot Box” above. a

THURSDAY 28

Action Figures 2 (Sony Crackle
streaming anytime) Adrenaline
junkie and X Games gold medalist
Travis Pastrana and his Nitro Circus
perform a bunch of crazy stunts,
jumping over things while riding other
things with wheels.

FRIDAY 29

“Kiss Me First” (Netflix streaming
anytime) In this British cyber-thriller, a
17-year-old girl (Tallulah Haddon)
meets a confident party girl (Simona
Brown) on an online gaming platform.
But when her friend disappears, our
young protagonist assumes her digital
identity and is quickly drawn into a
virtual reality world filled with danger.

“A Very English Scandal” (Amazon
streaming anytime) Brit boys Hugh
Grant and Ben Whishaw star in the
BBC miniseries for former “Doctor
Who” showrunner Russell T. Davies.
The story dramatizes the real-life
political scandal of ’70s-era Member
of Parliament Jeremy Thorpe (Grant)
who was tried for conspiracy to
murder his ex-lover (Whishaw). 

Matriarchy Movies (TCM 6pm) Turner
Classic Movies celebrates Grrl Power

Plead the Fourth
Independence Day around the dial
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King novella is ample proof. Wil Wheaton, River
Phoenix, Corey Feldman and fat little Jerry O'Connell
are among the troupe of kids trekking out into the
boonies to catch a glimpse of a dead body one fine
summer day. 89 minutes. R. (Opens Monday 7/2 at
Flix Brewhouse)

Uncle Drew
Remember all those "hilarious" Pepsi Max commer-
cials in which Boston Celtics player Kyrie Irving
dressed up in old-age makeup? Well, they're a feature
film now. After a New York hustler (Lil Rel Howery from
Get Out) loses his team and his money to a longtime
rival, he stumbles across an elderly street ball legend
(Irving). Naturally, our hustler drafts him and his sep-
tuagenarian basketball squad (including Shaquille
O'Neal, Chris Webber, Reggie Miller, Nate Robinson
and Lisa Leslie) to compete in a big tournament. This
could be the best advertising-based entertainment
since the GEICO caveman got his own sitcom on ABC
(which is a thing that happened from October to No-
vember of 2007).  103 minutes. PG-13. (Opens
Thursday 6/28 at Century Rio, Flix Brewhouse, Icon
Cinemas Albuquerque, Rio Rancho Premiere Cinema,
Century 14 Downtown, Cottonwood Stadium 16, Win-
rock Stadium 16 IMAX & RPX, AMC Albuquerque 12)

STILL PLAYING

American Animals
British documentary filmmaker Bart Layton (The Im-
postor) blends nonfiction with scripted material for
this hybrid crime drama. It's based on the true story
of several college kids in Kentucky who came up with
the brilliantly dumb idea of stealing a $12 million
Audubon book from their college library back in
2004. Evan Peters ("American Horror Story") and
Barry Keoghan (Dunkirk) are the ringleaders, who end
up cribbing most of their ideas from heist movies
they've rented at Blockbuster. Most interestingly, Lay-
ton keeps interrupting the narrative for on-camera in-
terviews with the actual people this story is about.
Furthering the perception-vs.-reality theme is the fact
that many of these interviews contradict one another,
forcing the filmmakers to rewind and "remake" certain
scenes. Reviewed in v27 i25. 116 minutes. R. (High
Ridge, Century Rio)

Avengers: Infinity War
Marvel Studios folds together characters from just
about every comic book franchise it's got for one
giant-sized, free-for-all brawl. When power-mad alien
conquerer Thanos (Josh Brolin) tries to unite the six
Infinity Gems, The Avengers, Black Panther, Doctor
Strange, Spider-Man and the Guardians of the Galaxy
must join forces to stop him from using them to wipe
out half the life in the universe. Anything you can say
about this counts as a spoiler. It's certainly not the
best entry point for the Marvel Cinematic, relying on
10 years of backstory and setup. But it is a surprising,
satisfying and shockingly dark capper to this second
phase of the MCU. 149 minutes. PG-13. (Century Rio,
Century 14 Downtown, AMC Albuquerque 12, Rio

OPENING THIS WEEK

Becoming Who I Was
Winner of 11 international film festival awards, this
majestic road movie/documentary follows a 9-year-
old Indian boy on an epic journey across the wilds of
Asia with his godfather after it is determined he's the
reincarnation of a centuries-old Tibetan monk. The
film is more emotional than spiritual, but it hits a
crowd-pleasing sweet spot. In Hindi, Ladakhi and Ti-
betan with English subtitles. 95 minutes. Unrated.
(Opens Sunday 7/1 at Guild Cinema)

Fireworks
Anime producer Genki Kawamura follows up his
mega-hit Your Name with another tale of star-crossed
teenage lovers with a sci-fi twist. This one follows two
high schoolers, one of whom wants to leave her small
town forever, who are given the opportunity to revisit
(and therefore, change) a crucial decision in their
lives. Screened in English dubbed and English subti-
tled versions. 105 minutes. PG. (Opens Tuesday 7/3
at Century Rio, Cottonwood Stadium 16, Winrock Sta-
dium 16 IMAX & RPX)

The First Purge
The fourth in the popular (not to mention cheap-to-
make) dystopian action series is, as the title suggests,
a prequel. Here, we go back in time to see how the
New Founding Fathers tested out Purge Night, a 12-
hour period in which all crime is legal. But the isolated
community chosen to test this brutal political idea ex-
plodes when the violence of the oppressors meets the
rage of the marginalized. 97 minutes. R. (Opens Tues-
day 7/3 at Century Rio, Century 14 Downtown, Cot-
tonwood Stadium 16, AMC Albuquerque 12)

The Great Silence
Reviewed this issue. 105 minutes. R. (Opens Satur-
day 6/30 at Guild Cinema)

Hairspray (1988)
Forget the 2007 musical remake starring John Tra-
volta. Writer-director John Waters got it right the first
time with this lovable 1988 film about a plump
teenager who finds romance and happiness on a TV
dance show circa 1962. Ricki Lake, Sonny Bono,
Deborah Harry, Jerry Stiller and the ever-present Di-
vine make up the colorful cast. Back in theaters just
in time for its 30th anniversary! 92 minutes. PG.
(Opens Friday 6/29 at Guild Cinema)

The Heart of Nuba
In the war-torn Nuba Mountains of Sudan, a docu-
mentary crew struggles to tell the story of Tom
Catena, a courageous American doctor who defies the
relentless bombing campaign of indicted war criminal
Omar Al-Bashir to treat the Nuba people—some of
whom travel as much as 200 miles to see him. 85
minutes. Unrated. (Opens Sunday 7/1 at Guild Cin-
ema)

Hearts Beat Loud
Nick Offerman ("The Office") and Kiersey Clemons
("Transparent") star in this sweet-natured musical
dramedy about a widowed father and his teenage
daughter who form an unlikely songwriting duo in the
summer before she leaves for med school. Offerman
is perfect as the aging hipster dad, mourning the loss
of daughter and youth. Clemons, meanwhile, is clearly
coming into her own as an actress. The film is as
friendly and lightweight as it sounds—but sometimes
that ain't such a bad thing. 97 minutes. PG-13.
(Opens Friday 6/29 at High Ridge)

Jaws
Steven Spielberg basically invented the summer
smash with this 1975 horror thriller about a beach-
side community ravaged by a giant shark. Roy Schei-
der, Richard Dreyfuss and Robert Shaw star. 124
minutes. PG. (Opens Sunday 7/1 at Icon Cinemas Al-
buquerque)

Minions
The lovable yellow sidekicks from the Despicable Me
films finally get their own spin-off with this 2015 flick.
This hectic, anarchy-driven toon takes us to swingin'
’60s London where a trio of semi-moronic Minions try
to help the world's first female supervillain (voiced by
Sandra Bullock) steal the Crown Jewels. The plot is
terribly inconsequential—but it's hard to deny the silly
fun to be had along the way. 91 minutes. PG. (Opens
Wednesday 7/4 at Flix Brewhouse)

Morning Toons
New Mexico Entertainment Magazine presents a block
of classic Saturday morning cartoons. 60 minutes.
Unrated. (Opens Saturday 6/30 at Guild Cinema)

Nancy
Andrea Riseborough (from the Waco mini-series) stars
alongside Steve Buscemi, John Leguizamo and Ann
Dowd as a troubled woman, living with her sickly
mother in dreary New Jersey. Our protagonist happens
to be a pathological liar. And when she hears a news
story about a couple whose daughter went missing
30 years ago, she convinces them (and, very likely
herself) that she's the missing girl. The film is tremu-
lous and vague and never really solves the mystery of
its main character, but Risenborough (along with
writer-director Christina Choe) deserves credit for this
uncompromising wallow in other people's misery. 87
minutes. Unrated. (Opens Friday 6/29 at High Ridge)

Sanju
Sanjay Dutt evidently came from a family of cinema
legends in Bollywood. He became a film star in his
own right, appearing in 187 Hindi films, and—accord-
ing to this biopic, anyway— "saw dizzying heights and
darkest depths: adulation of diehard fans, unending
battles with various addictions, brushes with the un-
derworld, prison terms, loss of loved ones, and the
haunting speculation that he might or might not have
been a terrorist." Ranbir Kapoor (Rockstar, Barfi!, Yeh
Jawaani Hai Deewani) plays the famed actor. In Hindi
with English subtitles. 158 minutes. Unrated. (Opens
Friday 6/29 at Century 14 Downtown)

Sicario: Day of the Soldado
The blistering border action saga Sicario gets an over-
the-top sequel with morally flexible federal agent Matt
Graver (Josh Brolin) re-teaming with mysterious as-
sassin Alejandro (Benicio Del Toro). Seems that terror-
ists, drug dealers, human traffickers and all manner of
foreigners are conspiring to commit all sorts of cross-
border evil. Naturally, it's up to Graver and Alejandro
and their new "no rules" edict to draw a line in the
sand. This grim, hyper-violent action flick dumps a lot
of the dramatic subtlety of the original, making this
the Rambo to the original's First Blood. 122 minutes.
R. (Opens Thursday 6/28 at Century Rio, Flix Brew-
house, Icon Cinemas Albuquerque, Rio Rancho Pre-
miere Cinema, Century 14 Downtown, Cottonwood
Stadium 16, Winrock Stadium 16 IMAX & RPX, AMC
Albuquerque 12)

Sing
When a fast-talking, showbiz-loving koala finds his
once-glorious theater threatened with foreclosure, he
comes up with the idea of hosting an amateur singing
competition in this 2016 animated musical. Although
"American Idol" would seem like slight inspiration for
a family film, the script conjures up quite a bit of sym-
pathy for its anthropomorphic pigs, hedgehogs, goril-
las and mice. Amid the comedy hijinks and the rather
impressive songs, we get a lot of compelling back-
story, telling us what brings each of these animalistic
contestants to this particular grab at glory. 108 min-
utes. PG. (Opens Tuesday 7/3 at Rio Rancho Premiere
Cinema)

Stand By Me
Rob Reiner used to be a great director, and this mem-
orable adaptation of a dark yet sentimental Stephen

Rancho Premiere Cinema, Cottonwood Stadium 16,
Winrock Stadium 16 IMAX & RPX)

Book Club
Everybody loves a movie about sassy old ladies! …
Especially other old ladies. … Well, mostly just other
old ladies. Here, an A-list group of seniors (Diane
Keaton, Jane Fonda, Candice Bergen, Mary Steenbur-
gen) reads 50 Shades of Grey at its monthly book
club meeting, inspiring several comic sexual shenani-
gans. Relax, ladies, it's a terrible, terrible book. PG-13.
(Century Rio, Winrock Stadium 16 IMAX & RPX, High
Ridge)

Deadpool 2
Foul-mouthed (and frequently ultraviolent) vigilante
Deadpool (Ryan Reynolds) returns for another R-rated
outing. This time around, stung by tragedy, our anti-
hero decides he needs a family. He fast-tracks it by
"adopting" a hot-headed young mutant kid (Julian
Dennison from Hunt for the Wilderpeople), who is
being hunted down by a pissed-off cyborg from the
future (Josh Brolin). The plot is much less important
than the wacky asides and rude jokes, which are
amped up even from the 2016 original. Reviewed in
v27 i20. 119 minutes. R. (Century Rio, Century 14
Downtown, AMC Albuquerque 12, Flix Brewhouse, Icon
Cinemas Albuquerque, Rio Rancho Premiere Cinema,
Cottonwood Stadium 16, Winrock Stadium 16 IMAX
& RPX)

First Reformed
Paul Schrader (Taxi Driver, Hardcore) writes and di-
rects this ham-handed melodrama-cum-thriller which
remixes the "angry white man" vibe of his previous
films to odd effect. Ethan Hawke is a conflicted,
drunken priest at a historic church in upstate New
York. More of a guide to tourists than a spiritual advi-
sor to his shrinking congregation, he jumps at the
chance to help a young parishioner (Amanda
Seyfried, Mamma Mia!) with a troubled husband.
Turns out the hubby's a gung-ho environmental ac-
tivist who wants very much to blow something up.
Weirdly, our priest listens to all the internet-derived
global warming statistics and decides maybe he
should blow something up. Conveniently, the person
paying for his church's upcoming 200th anniversary
celebration owns one of the most polluting compa-
nies in America. Also, the priest is dying of cancer.
Subtle this ain't. 113 minutes. R. (High Ridge)

Gotti
John Travolta gobs on the makeup to play infamous
mob boss John Gotti in this long-delayed, made-for-
TV-movie-esque biopic for director Kevin Connolly
(better known as Eric on "Entourage"). Go watch The
Godfather for the fifteeth time instead. 105 minutes.
R. (Century Rio, Cottonwood Stadium 16)

Hereditary
An overly emotional wife, mother and artist (Toni Col-
lette, The Sixth Sense) dreams of getting out from
under the thumb of her unstable, domineering
mother. But when mom finally dies, our protagonist
finds her family (distracted teenage son, seemingly
autistic daughter and confused hubby Gabriel Bryne)

Sicario: Day of the Soldado
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SuperFly
Evidently we're down to the "S"es on remakes. Here,
the 1972 blaxploitation classic from Gordon Parks Jr.
gets a modern-day update. (We got Shaft back in
2000.) Brought to life by noted hip hop music video
guru "Director X," this one transfers the story of slick
cocaine dealer Youngblood Priest
(singer/dancer/actor Travis Jackson) from Harlem to
Atlanta. Our antihero wants to make one last score
before retiring to Montenegro with his two girlfriends—
but we all know how that sort of thing works out. Go
watch Scarface for the fifteenth time instead. 116
minutes. R. (Century Rio, AMC Albuquerque 12, Cot-
tonwood Stadium 16, Winrock Stadium 16 IMAX &
RPX)

Tag
A small group of former classmates organize an elab-
orate, annual game of tag—the same one they've
been playing since they were kids. The game is threat-
ened, though, when the as-yet-untagged champion
threatens to quit after 30 years. Among our overly
competitive adults are Jake Johnson, Ed Helms, Jon
Hamm, Hannibal Burress and Jeremy Renner. Weirdly
enough, this raunchy comedy is based on a true story.
100 minutes. R. (Century 14 Downtown, Century Rio,
AMC Albuquerque 12, Flix Brewhouse, Icon Cinemas
Albuquerque, Rio Rancho Premiere Cinema, Cotton-
wood Stadium 16, Winrock Stadium 16 IMAX & RPX)

Won't You Be My Neighbor?
This lovely and incredibly welcome documentary ex-
plores the life, lessons and legacy of iconic children's
show host Fred Rogers—whose compassion, earnest-
ness and fundamental "goodness" seem to be in des-
perately short supply in today's contentious world. Be
prepared to get hit with a wave of nostalgia and emo-
tion. It's OK to cry, even. Mr. Rogers said so. Morgan
Neville (an Oscar winner for 20 Feet From Stardom)
directs. 94 minutes. PG-13. (Century 14 Downtown,
High Ridge)

SECOND RUN

Adrift
Shailene Woodley (the Divergent movies) and Sam
Claflin (the Hunger Games movies) star in this "true"

survival tale about a young couple who fall in love
and decide to go on the adventure of a lifetime sailing
across the Pacific Ocean—but quickly drift into "one of
the most catastrophic hurricanes in recorded history."
120 minutes. PG-13. (Rio Rancho Premiere Cinema,
Cottonwood Stadium 16, Movies 8, Movies West)

Black Panther
Prince T'Challa (Chadwick Boseman) returns to the
high-tech African nation of Wakanda to ascend its
throne in the wake of his father's death (as seen in
Captain America: Civil War). Reviewed in v27 i8. 134
minutes. PG-13. (Movies 8)

Blockers
Three teenage girls make a pact to lose their virginity
on prom night in what is essentially a reworking of
every teen sex comedy since Porky's. However, by
concentrating on the panicked parents (Leslie Mann,
John Cena, Ike Barinholtz) scouring the town to pre-
vent their daughters' deflowering, the film finds a fresh
outlet for the raunchy outlandishness. 102 minutes.
R. (Movies 8, Movies West)

Breaking In
A mother (Gabriel Union) with two children can't con-
tact the police or get help when violent home invaders
break into her "impenetrable" high-tech house and
take her kids hostage, so she goes all Liam Neeson
on their asses. 88 minutes. PG-13. (Movies 8, Movies
West)

I Can Only Imagine
This drama relates the "inspiring and unknown true
story" behind the beloved, chart-topping Christian
rock song that I've totally never heard of. Spoiler alert:
It was written by MercyMe's lead vocalist after his dad
died. 110 minutes. PG. (Movies 8, Movies West)

I Feel Pretty
Amy Schumer stars in this romantic comedy about an
ordinary, insecure woman who conks her head in spin
class and suddenly develops the self-confidence of
the most beautiful woman on Earth—even though
she's still ordinary looking. 110 minutes. PG-13.
(Movies 8, Movies West)

The Miracle Season
n this prefab, uplifting, "based in a true story" sport-
ing drama, the members of a high school girls' volley-
ball team in small town Iowa City try to cope with the
sudden loss of their star player and team leader. 99
minutes. PG. (Movies 8, Movies West)

Overboard
Anna Faris ("Mom") and Spanglish comedy star Euge-
nio Derbez (Instructions Not Included, How to Be a
Latin Lover) star in this gender-flipped remake of the
1987 Goldie Hawn/Kurt Russell rom-com. This time
around she's the poor, mistreated contractor and he's
the spoiled rich yacht owner suffering from amnesia.
112 minutes. PG-13. (Movies 8, Movies West)

A Quiet Place
After the Earth is invaded and nearly decimated by
creatures that hunt by sound, a tight-knit family is
forced to live on the run (and in total silence). When
mom gets pregnant, the terrified parents' overprotec-
tiveness is tested to the limit. 90 minutes. PG-13.
(Movies 8, Movies West)

Ready Player One
In near future America, people spend most of their
time living in the virtual reality world of The Oasis. But
when the reclusive creator of the game dies, he leaves
behind a series of clues. The first player to solve them
will gain control of The Oasis. Now it's up to one im-
poverished teen (Tye Sheradan) and his pals to crack
it. 140 minutes. PG-13. (Movies 8, Movies West)

Sherlock Gnomes
Johnny Depp provides the voice for Sherlock Gnomes,
a ceramic detective hired to investigate the mysteri-
ous disappearance of a bunch of garden gnomes in
this animated sequel to 2011's Gnomeo & Juliet. 86
minutes. PG. (Movies 8)

Show Dogs
This live-action comedy—from the director who gave
us Beverly Hills Chihuahua—is basically Miss Conge-
niality with a canine instead of Sandra Bullock. Lu-
dacris, Alan Cumming, Stanley Tucci, Gabriel Iglesias,
Shaquille O'Neal and RuPaul provide various dog
voices. 92 minutes. PG. (Movies 8, Movies West)

A Wrinkle in Time
In this adaptation of Madeleine L'Engle's beloved jun-
ior sci-fi novel, a stubborn 13-year-old goes on a
trippy quest through time and space looking for her
astrophysicist father who has been sucked into a
"tesseract." 109 minutes. PG. (Movies West)

plagued by a string of horrific tragedies. Haunted by
the ghosts of Sirk, Bergman, Tarkovsky, Greenaway and
Lynch, first-time filmmaker Ari Aster displays a strong
visual eye and a flair for the shocking in this art house
thriller—which slowly transmogrifies from dark domes-
tic drama to pitch-black, cosmic horror. 127 minutes.
R. (Century 14 Downtown, Century Rio, Rio Rancho
Premiere Cinema, Cottonwood Stadium 16, Winrock
Stadium 16 IMAX & RPX)

Incredibles 2
After 14 years Pixar returns to the Parr family, the clan
of superpowered folks who fought off enforced retire-
ment. Now the family is thrown for a loop when mom
Elastigirl (Holly Hunter) is recruited by a high-profile,
Avengers-style team, leaving dad Mr. Incredible (Craig
T. Nelson) to play Mr. Mom to his superpowered kids—
including wonder baby Jack-Jack. 118 minutes. PG-
13. (Century 14 Downtown, Century Rio, AMC
Albuquerque 12, Flix Brewhouse, Icon Cinemas Albu-
querque, Rio Rancho Premiere Cinema, Cottonwood
Stadium 16, Winrock Stadium 16 IMAX & RPX)

Jurassic World: Fallen Kingdom
Seems that troubled Isla Nublar now has an addi-
tional problem (besides all those man-eating di-
nosaurs on the loose). Wouldn't you know it: The
entire island has been sitting on a dormant volcano
this entire time, and it's now exploding. Naturally, a
mix of untrustworthy mercenaries and squabbling sci-
entists (plus dinosaur trainer Chris Pratt and opera-
tions manager Bryce Dallas Howard) head back to
the island to rescue a bunch of the giant lizards be-
fore, you know, lava. What could possibly go wrong?
Oh, I don't know: The exact same crap that's gone
wrong in the last four films? Don't get me wrong. This
trope-filled sequel is extremely exciting. But it lacks
the original's sense of wonder and gets increasingly
dumb—somehow ending up as a haunted house
story, but with dinosaurs instead of ghosts. 128 min-
utes. PG-13. (Century 14 Downtown, Century Rio,
AMC Albuquerque 12, Flix Brewhouse, Icon Cinemas
Albuquerque, Rio Rancho Premiere Cinema, Cotton-
wood Stadium 16, Winrock Stadium 16 IMAX & RPX)

Ocean's 8
In this "side-quel" to the previous Ocean's trilogy,
Danny Ocean's sister (Sandra Bullock) gets out of jail
and immediately plots an impossibly complex heist to
steal a fortune in diamonds from the Met Gala. Natu-
rally, this involves recruiting a team of (female)
thieves, cons and scam artists to pull off. Kate
Blanchett, Anne Hathaway, Mindy Kaling, Sarah Paul-
son, Helena Bonham Carter, Dakota Fanning and Ri-
hanna are among the star-studded cast. 110
minutes. PG-13. (Century 14 Downtown, Century Rio,
AMC Albuquerque 12, Flix Brewhouse, Icon Cinemas
Albuquerque, Rio Rancho Premiere Cinema, Cotton-
wood Stadium 16, Winrock Stadium 16 IMAX & RPX,
High Ridge)

RBG
Much-admired Supreme Court Justice Ruth Bader
Ginsberg gets the biopic treatment with this look into
her life and work. Not just a tribute to the energetic
life of one tough, smart, even-tempered lady, the doc-
umentary also stands as a monument to her legacy
of precedent-setting legal writing. 98 minutes. PG.
(High Ridge)

The Rider
On the Pine Ridge Reservation in South Dakota, a
young horse trainer and wannabe rodeo star suffers a
life-threatening, career-ending brain injury. And yet,
economic realities and the macho attitude of friends
pressure him to get back in the saddle (literally and
figuratively). This intimate, brutally honest drama is re-
markable for the painful empathy it displays for its
characters—and for the fact that star Brady Jandreau
is a non-actor playing a role that is at least 60 per-
cent inspired by his own true-life brush with death.
104 minutes. R. (High Ridge)

Solo: A Star Wars Story
Here we are treated to the first solo (so to speak) ori-
gin story for a Star Wars character. Alden Ehrenreich
(Stoker) stars as the cocky young flyboy Han Solo,
meeting his future copilot Chewbacca and acquiring
the Millennium Falcon from suave gambler Lando Cal-
rissian (a perfectly cast Donald Glover). This tries to
explain a lot of things that didn't really need explain-
ing and can't possibly be all things to all fans—never-
theless, its an entertaining romp full of energy and
action. Reviewed in v27 i22. 135 minutes. PG-13.
(Century 14 Downtown, Century Rio, Icon Cinemas Al-
buquerque, Rio Rancho Premiere Cinema, Cotton-
wood Stadium 16, Winrock Stadium 16 IMAX & RPX)

Theater Contact Info:

AMC ALBUQUERQUE 12
3810 Las Estancias Way SW • 544-2360

CENTURY 14 DOWNTOWN
100 Central SW • 243-9555

CENTURY RIO
I-25 & Jefferson • 343-9000

COTTONWOOD STADIUM 16
Cottonwood Mall • (844) 462-7342 ext. #607

FLIX BREWHOUSE
3236 La Orilla NW • 445-8500

GUILD CINEMA

3405 Central NE • 255-1848

HIGH RIDGE
12910 Indian School NE • (844) 462-7342 ext. #605

ICON CINEMAS ALBUQUERQUE
13120-A Central Ave. SE • 814-7469

MOVIES 8
4591 San Mateo NE • 888-4773

MOVIES WEST
9201 Coors NW • 898-4664

RIO RANCHO PREMIERE CINEMA
1000 Premiere Parkway • 994-3300

SUB THEATER
UNM (Student Union Building Room 1003) • 277-5608

WINROCK STADIUM 16 IMAX & RPX
2100 Louisiana Blvd. NE • (844) 462-7342 ext. #4058
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BYAUGUST MARCH

Endlings
Endlings
(SickSickSick)

Here is a recording—only
70 copies of the cassette
version with artwork by
noted Czech artist
Frantisek Kára are
available, by the way—by two notables with
local roots, composer Raven Chacon and
guitarist John Deiterich of Deerhoof. As one
might expect from two of Burque’s authentic
members of the musical avant-garde, Endlings is
dangerously dark and dreamlike, filled with noisy
nuance and informed, expectant playing—as if
these two take their orders from a source so far
removed from the ordinary as to be classified as
magik. This is an intense work, and compositions
like “I Make it Fall” and “I Believe That She Did It
Her Way” are ample proof that Chacon and his
many co-conspirators have the market cornered
on relevant, metallic experimentalism—in an age
that would seemingly otherwise embrace light
and fluffy with aplomb.

Lara Manzanares
Land Baby
(Kitchen Sink Studios)

Singer-songwriter Lara
Manzanares won best
album honors at this
year’s New Mexico Music
Awards for her album
Land Baby. Here she
carries out her mission
with focus and drive, employing a voice both
powerful and emotive, backed by instrumental
conceits that reflect her deep, desert-borne
connection to la tierra in Nuevo Mexico. From
simple constructions like “Census Song” to more
fleshed out produce such as “Rapunzel,”
Manzanares’ voice shimmers, shines and
soothes. Her backing band is top-notch too; the
recording is as shockingly clear as a summer,
star-strewn night out in the wilderness. Though
she employs the now-famous female tremolo so
popular now in the genre to some distraction, her
range is magnificent and her overall tone as pure
as the land itself.

fuguers cove
In Twenty (A free
Sampler)
(Self-released)

Justin Bendell is the
brains behind fuguers
cove, a lo-fi psych-rock
project that is among the
best to come out of these
parts. Though Bendell—an author and educator
living the mountain life up in them there
Manzanos—doesn’t seem keen on live gigs, his
work continues to show a mastery of a
notoriously slippery medium that has been
dominated by unforeseen, inside-the-studio
geniuses like Robert Pollard. Despite his insular
leanings, Bendell is a serious practitioner and
this sample of recent work demonstrates the
whys and wherefore of that contention. Much
like Bee Thousand, there’s too much delicious
stuff on this recording to list all the fabulous
flavas, but please put your ears into action for
these, at a minimum, playaz: “Encyclopedia of
Stars,” “I Choose the Moroccan Dance,” “Colonel
Cactus” and “The Fuel Burners.” Damn. a

MUSIC | Show Up!

Tangled Up in Shows
Don’t let the scene become an illusion to you now

BY AUGUST MARCH

“S
he lit a burner on the stove and
offered me a pipe/ ‘I thought you'd
never say hello,’ she said/ ‘You look

like the silent type.’/ Then she opened up a
book of poems/ And handed it to me/ Written
by an Italian poet/ From the 13th century/
And every one of them words rang true/ And
glowed like burning coal/ Pouring off of every
page/ Like it was written in my soul/ From me
to you/ Tangled up in blue” 

A summary of this summery week might go
like this: Temperatures in the low 100s;
outrages committed by the Trump
administration and its ministers are met with
sadness, perplexity and ultimately resistance.
The countdown to the November election can
be heard in the background, in the beating of
hearts transformed into action by the heat of
the sun and the essential gravitas of the
moment.

Meanwhile, there are a heap of great shows
coming up. They might not solve the ethical
and political problems haunting our
democracy right now, but be damn sure that
they’ll give you the grease and grit necessary
to do the right thing. You can get angry
afterwards, but perhaps after listening to all
this city has to offer during the weekend
before Independence Day, maybe you’ll greet
what awaits with determination and the joy
deep down in your heart that comes from
listening to your heart. Here’s hoping.

Thursday
In case you really want to hear about it, the
term Electric Funeral refers to a song by Black
Sabbath from their album Paranoid. It’s all
about the after effects of a nuclear war and
includes lyrics that indicate that in such
circumstances, the rivers will turn to wood.
Luckily that’s not to bound to happen anytime
soon—the Rio Grande is more likely to
surrender to dust. Electric Funeral is also the
the name of an ongoing heavy metal
celebration over at Sister (407 Central Ave.
NW) whereby all sorts of Plutonic tuneage is
presented for the delight and deviltry of local
audiences. This Thursday, June 28, is no
exception to the rule and a live band will
close out the evening’s funeral rites with a set
of heavy, heavy music. The always deadly
Funerals, Swords and Souls ends the
evening’s ritual. You’re doomed and your
immortal soul is going straight to hell. DJ
Caterwaul directs this Styx-borne passage, by
the way. 8pm • FREE • 21+.

Friday
Summer’s a thing, amirite? I mean everybody
out there is hot and ripe to shed some

clothing, throw their shoes at the sun and
head for their favorite body of water—human-
made or otherwise—to indulge in the best,
most rocking season of them all, this year’s yet
to come heavily shod winter be damned. After
all that sol worship, why not head on
Downtown, aprés pool-party, for a summer-
style jam out and dance session at Launchpad
(618 Central Ave. SW) on Friday, June 29.
That’s when Red Light Cameras, one of our
city’s most popular and professional musical
outfits plays a gig supported by some of the
partying bands in this part of the northern
hemisphere. Get down to the sounds of Sun
June, Eileen and the In-Betweens, Glitter
Vomit! and Sleepspent in the cool dark
environs of Burque’s best rock club. For one
low price, concert-goers can rock the fuck out,
forget all about that nasty sun and concentrate
on the things that matter, like how does one
hide an umbilical hernia at poolside? 9pm • $7
• 21+.

Saturday
Each year, the New Mexico Jazz Workshop
presents a concert called “Women’s Voices” in
which the jazz tradition in Burque is explored,
extrapolated upon and ultimately driven
toward an ecstatic response by local musicians
whose gift with this sublime American art
form is both expected and evocative. It’s
expected because these are some of the best
vocalists in town; in its presentation the yearly
series evokes a set of actions and reactions that
contain wonder, wisdom and a wide-ranging
musicality that enchants. The offering for
2018 is entitled Sing the Town Red. Curated
by long-time local jazzer Wendy Beach, this
year’s event occurs at the Albuquerque
Museum Amphitheater (2000 Mountain Rd.
NW) and besides Beach, includes jazz scene

luminaries like vocalists Abby Maxwell,
Christine Fawson, Marietta Benevento and
Toni Morgan. The band on the side sorta
rocks too. I mean it includes bad-ass players
such as Jim Ahrend on piano, Dimi Disanti
playing the guitar, Colin Deuble blistering the
bass, John Bartlit handling the sticks,
percussionist Ricky Carrido, saxman Lee
Taylor and trumpeter Christine Fawson. If
you’re not there, it’s because you’re totally el
siete. 7pm • $15 to $18 • All-ages.

Sunday
Ja, ja, I get it! Gerunding is totally like when
you change something into the progressive
present, como las letras que deletrean “ando” in
my second-faovrite, but poorly realized idioma,
Spanish. It’s also—like other things in this
week’s columna—a term that has been
appropriated by the stealthy, feel-good world of
rocanrol. That’s right kids, Gerunding is the
name of a band, a duet if you will
(guitarist/vocalist Mag Kim and drummer
Rachaella Ceniceros) from right here in Burke
Town. Together they make music that
occassionally feels like pop-inflected folk
music that has been transformed by an
electronic, albeit lo-fi process, into something
grand yet hidden in plain sight, just like what’s
happening now as the past progresses, homies!
Such future seekers and their followers perform
at Sister (407 Central Ave. NW) on Sunday,
July 1. By followers I mean psyched out Tejana
songstress Claire Morales and local but yet
otherworldly impressario Austin Morrell.
Morrell’s guitar work with Gusher is legendary;
in the mean time he continues to shape the
scene with his intense creativity and vision. I
hearby predict that this show will be damn
good. 8pm • $5 • 21+. a

Gerunding PHOTO BY MORGAN BUTT
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THURSDAY JUNE 28
BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREW PUB TAPROOMAustin Van Country •
country • 6:30pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

CANTEEN BREWHOUSE Squash Blossom Boys • bluegrass, folk,
Americana • 6pm • FREE

DIRTY BOURBON Asphalt Cowboys • country • 9pm • $5 • 21+

DRAFTY KILT BREWING COMPANY Jam Session Hosted by The
Rudy Boy Experiment • 7pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

EFFEX Alchemy • electro, darkwave, ’80s • 10pm • FREE • 21+

FIRST TURN LOUNGE @ THE DOWNS CASINO Ladies' Night •
Northern Revolution • Spanish, oldies, country • 8pm • FREE • 21+

HISTORIC EL REY THEATER Twisted Insane • rap • Kamikazi • 7pm •
$16 • 21+

LAUNCHPAD Castle • Anesthesia • heavy metal • The Horned God •
stoner rock • Red Mesa • 9pm

LEO’S NIGHTCLUB Short Fuse • Repaid In Blood • Scylla • melodic
metal • 8pm

MOONLIGHT LOUNGE Thursday Night Girl Fight • Karen • Melanie
Knight • Jessi Deluxe • rock • Liz Howdy • Eileen and the Inbetweens •
9pm • $5

RED DOOR BREWING COMPANY Halfway Decent Karaoke • 7pm •
FREE • 21+

RIO BRAVO BREWING COMPANY Brahma • country • 6pm • FREE •
ALL-AGES!

SANDIAGO’S GRILL AT THE TRAM Bardo • classical guitar • 8pm

SISTER Electric Funeral • heavy metal, rock • Lilith • shoegaze,
sludge • 8pm • FREE

TRACTOR BREWING WELLS PARK The Stray Dawgs • bluegress,
rock, country • 8pm • FREE • 21+

VILLA HISPANA @ EXPO NM The Dirty Heads • reggae • 5pm

ZINC WINE BAR & BISTROAlex Maryol • blues, acoustic • 8:30pm •
FREE • 21+

FRIDAY JUNE 29
BACKSTAGE EVENT VENUE Baeza • rap • 7pm • 18+

BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREW PUB, Rio Rancho Oscar Butler •
contemporary, folk • 4:30pm • January Storm • classic rock • 7:30pm •
FREE • ALL-AGES!

BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREW PUB TAPROOM Rog Bates Duo •
variety • 8:30pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

DIRTY BOURBON Asphalt Cowboys • country • 9pm • $5 • 21+

FIRST TURN LOUNGE @ THE DOWNS CASINO Gonzalo • Spanish,
New Mexican, country • 9pm • FREE • 21+

HOTEL ANDALUZ Tracey Whitney • classic jazz, soul • 9pm • FREE •
21+

KILT CHECK BREWING COMPANY Ultimate Comedy Fight Club •
Kyle Merrel • Jandro • Steve Costa • Kaatje Gotcha • 8pm • $5 • 21+

LAUNCHPAD Red Light Cameras • indie rock • Sun June • Eileen
and the Inbetweens • Glitter Vomit! • Sleepspent • 9pm • $7 • 21+

MOONLIGHT LOUNGE Communion • Lilith • shoegaze, sludge •
8pm

RIO BRAVO BREWING COMPANY Duane Davenport • acoustic •
4pm • Ray Anthony and Powerslyde • funk, jazz • 8pm • FREE •
ALL-AGES! • Headliners Comedy Presents • 9:35pm • $5 • 21+

SIDELINES SPORTS GRILLE & BAR Frankly Scarlet • classic rock •
9pm

SISTER Big Bill • Weedrat • post-punk • Big Girls • 9pm • $5 • 21+

STONE FACE TAVERN Mystic Vic Blues Band • blues • 8:30pm •
FREE • 21+

TRACTOR BREWING WELLS PARK Still Closed For Repairs •
Americana, indie, folk • 5pm • FREE • 21+

SATURDAY JUNE 30
B2B2 TAPROOM Shimon King and The B2 Free Agents • jazz •
6:30pm • ALL-AGES!

BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREW PUB, Rio RanchoAlto Estilo • Latin,
reggae, soul • 4:30pm • Reverend E and The Vagrants • blues •

Calendar | MusiC
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7:30pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREW PUB TAPROOM Fair Trade Fusion •
classic rock • 8:30pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

DIRTY BOURBON Asphalt Cowboys • country • 9pm • $5 • 21+

FIRST TURN LOUNGE @ THE DOWNS CASINO Gonzalo • Spanish,
New Mexican, country • 9pm • FREE • 21+

HOTEL ANDALUZ Tracey Whitney • classic jazz, soul • 9pm • FREE •
21+

JAM SPOT Gorilla Zoe • rap • Music Made • 7:30pm

LAUNCHPAD Exmortus • HatchetDaBlood Spilla • hip-hop •
Suspended • Torture Victim • metal • Powerhouse • hardcore punk •
8:30pm

LIZARD TAIL BREWING The Third Degree • rock • 8pm

MARBLE BREWERY WESTSIDE TAP ROOM Frankly Scarlet • classic
rock • 8pm

MOONLIGHT LOUNGE Sweet Nothin' • Cinematica • Menagerie •
Static Skyline • Rule506 • 9pm

NEXUS SILVER TAPROOM Welcome to Wakanda Day Party • DJ
Scanadalous • variety • 2pm • $10-$15 • 21+ • DJ Graematter •
world, fusion • 8pm • FREE • 18+

PIATANZI Gustavo Pimentel • variety • 6pm • Free

RIO BRAVO BREWING COMPANY Todd Tijerina Trio • blues, dance,
roots, rock • 8pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

SEASONS ROTISSERIE & GRILL The Porter Draw • alt.country,
Americana, bluegrass • 6pm • FREE • 21+

SISTER Harvard Bass • electronic • Ali Romero • Coco Medium •
A2B • Maté Fischer • 9pm • $5-$10 • 21+

STONE FACE TAVERN Split Decision • classic rock • 9pm • FREE •
21+

TRACTOR BREWING CO. Austin North of Sleespent • singer-song-
writer, pop, folk • 5pm • FREE • 21+

TRACTOR BREWING FOUR HILLS Julian Dossett • Western, swing,
blues, jazz, rockabilly • 6pm • FREE • 21+

TRACTOR BREWING WELLS PARK Fort Defiance • folk pop, roots •
8pm • FREE • 21+

ZINC WINE BAR & BISTRO ChillHouse with Hillary Smith • funk,
jazz, blues • 8:30pm • FREE • 21+

SUNDAY JULY 1
CANTEEN BREWHOUSE Hot Texas Swing Band • Western swing •
4pm • FREE

LAUNCHPAD Silent Planet • post-hardcore • Comrades • post-rock •
Wolfpack Weekend • Yucca • Aralyn • 7:30pm

O'NIELL'S PUB, Nob Hill Los Radiators • acoustic folk, rock, blues •
4pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

RIO BRAVO BREWING COMPANY Simple Truth Duet • jazz • 1pm •
FREE • ALL-AGES!

SEASONS ROTISSERIE & GRILL Jade Masque • rock, Latin, world,
funk, beat, fusion • 6pm • FREE • 21+

SISTER Claire Morales • Gerunding • pop rock • Austin Morrell •
rock • 8pm • $5

MONDAY JULY 2
BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREW PUB TAPROOM Tylor Brandon •
acoustic, country • 6pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

HISTORIC EL REY THEATERWhitechapel • deathcore • The Black
Dahlia Murder • death metal • Fleshgod Apocalypse • Aversions
Crown • Shadow of Intent • 5:30pm • $25 • ALL-AGES!

SISTER Dent May • synthpop, indie rock • Shannon Lay • 8pm •
$5-$8

TUESDAY JULY 3
STEEL BENDER BREWYARD The Porter Draw • alt.country,
Americana, bluegrass • 6pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

WEDNESDAY JULY 4
BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREW PUB TAPROOM Chris Ravin • rock
’n’ roll • 7pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

DUEL BREWINGWikki Wikki Wednesday • DJ Wae Fonky • Cloudface •
Randy B • hip-hop • 9pm • FREE

LEO’S NIGHTCLUB The Convalescence • death metal • Becomes
Astral • 7pm

TRACTOR BREWING CO. Sean Costanza • alt.country • 3pm •
Synyster Vail • singer-songwriter • 6pm • FREE • 21+

Compiled by Ashli Mayo. Submit your events at alibi.com/events.
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Put Your Money 
Wherever You Can
Cannabis banking amendment

blocked by Senate

O
ne of the biggest problems in the cannabis
industry is what to do with the loads of
money flowing through all those cash

registers. See: Dispensaries can't have bank
accounts, because the feds could charge a
bank with laundering if it knowingly
handled cannabis funds.
This shitshow leads to a slew of

problems. Dispensaries become targets
for criminals looking for large sums of
cash, making employees and the
community as a whole less safe. Taxes
become harder to collect, since lying
about revenue is easier without a
digital footprint. And with large sums of
untraceable cash comes the potential
for corruption.
With that in mind, an amendment that

would shield financial institutions who handle
cannabis businesses' funds was introduced to
protect banks in states where cannabis is legal in
some form. Last week the Senate Appropriations
Committee voted 21 to 10 to table the
amendment. Bravo!
Some members of the Senate panel said they

support giving cannabis businesses access to
financial services but objected to the measure on
procedural grounds.
A similar bill was struck down earlier this

month by the House Appropriations Committee
on a voice vote. That one would have blocked
the US Department of Treasury from penalizing
a financial institution solely because it “provides
financial services to an entity that is a
manufacturer, producer or a person that
participates in any business or organized activity
that involves handling marijuana or marijuana
products.”
So despite seeming vocal support, it looks

like it's going to be some time before the issue is
resolved. In the meantime, just keep looking
over your shoulder, I guess.

Advisory Board Looking for
Recruits
The New Mexico Department of Health's

Medical Cannabis Advisory Board canceled a
meeting in May because the board doesn't have
enough members. The meeting, which is held
twice a year, is where the board discusses if any
changes need to be made to the state's Medical
Cannabis Program. 
A statute requires that the board be made up

of eight medical professionals representing the
fields of neurology, pain management, medical
oncology, psychiatry, infectious disease, family
medicine and gynecology. But according to the
Santa Fe New Mexican, there might never have
been a complete board. As of now there are only
two members on the panel, and three are
required to meet the board's quorum.
In a statement to the Santa Fe New Mexican,

former medical director for the DOH and former
board member Steven Jenison expressed doubt

that the advisory panel will be able to find
enough members to continue. The board's main
function is to provide recommendations to the
health department concerning qualifying
medical conditions for the cannabis program
(based on meetings like the one that was
canceled). 

Jenison says the recommendations are
rarely appreciated or followed by the
state, however, which can frustrate
current board members and turn off
potential candidates. He told
reporters that in his “significant
experience,” Health Secretary
Lynn Gallagher “seems to not

respect the opinions of the medical
advisory board.” Gallagher has yet to
react to the recommendation given by

the board last November to include opioid
dependence in the list of qualifying conditions.
And a similar recommendation given in 2016
was ignored by Gallagher for seven months
before she rejected it.
Jenison also said that many petitions

requesting the inclusion of new conditions
submitted to the board are poorly researched
and require board members to take time out of
their own practice to investigate, making the job
even less attractive.
The future of the advisory board is unclear. 

DOH Penalty Declared Too
Harsh
A judge recently ruled that a penalty meted

out to Ultra Health by the DOH was too severe.
The case went back to the 2016 New

Mexico State Fair, where Ultra Health had
rented a vendor booth. Fair organizers gave
them the boot on opening day when a three-
foot cannabis plant on display at the booth led
to complaints.
The health department sent a letter to Ultra

Health following the incident saying that
moving the plant to an off-site location
constituted “a substantial change to the entity’s
production plan.” The penalty for the infraction
would be $100 and the suspension of “all sales
and distribution” for 5 days.
Ultra Health appealed the decision and the

case went before State District Judge David K.
Thomson earlier this month. Thomson agreed
that with the DOH that a violation had been
committed, but said that the department's
decision to suspend the company's sales for five
days was “arbitrary, capricious and lacks
foundation.” He said the ban would cost the
company $100,000 to $150,000, which would be
around 1,000 times that allowed under state
rules for a first offense. Thomson ruled that the
penalty would instead be a two-day suspension
of sales and distribution. 
The company has already met half their

responsibility—they were closed Father's Day—
and plans to finish by closing July 8. a
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Free Will Astrology | Horoscopes by rob brezsny

ARIES (March 21-April 19): Your best ideas and
soundest decisions will materialize as if by magic
while you're lounging around doing nothing in a
worry-free environment. So please make sure you
have an abundance of relaxed slack and unhurried
grace. Treat yourself to record-setting levels of
comfort and self-care. Do whatever's necessary for
you to feel as safe as you have ever felt. I realize
these prescriptions might ostensibly clash with your
fiery Aries nature. But if you meditate on them for
even two minutes, I bet you'll agree they're
exquisitely appropriate for you right now.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20): "It is always what is
under pressure in us, especially under pressure of
concealment—that explodes in poetry." Taurus poet
Adrienne Rich wrote that in an essay about the poet
Emily Dickinson. She was describing the process of
tapping into potent but buried feelings so as to
create beautiful works of literature. I'm hoping to
persuade you to take a comparable approach: to give
voice to what's under pressure inside you, but in a
graceful and constructive way that has positive
results.

GEMINI (May 21-June 20): Introductory offers
are expiring. The bracing thrills of novelty must ripen
into the cool enjoyments of maturity. It's time to
finish the dress rehearsals so the actual show can
begin. You've got to start turning big, bright fantasies
into crisp, no-nonsense realities. In light of these
shifting conditions, I suspect you can no longer use
your good intentions as leverage, but must deliver
more tangible signs of commitment. Please don't
take this as a criticism, but the cosmic machinery in
your vicinity needs some actual oil, not just your
witty stories about the oil and the cosmic machinery.

CANCER (June 21-July 22): In the coming weeks,
you will have an excellent chance to dramatically
decrease your Wimp Quotient. As the perilously
passive parts of your niceness toughen up, I bet you
will encounter brisk possibilities that were previously
off-limits or invisible to you. To ensure you remain in
top shape for this delightful development, I think you
should avoid entertainment that stimulates fear and
pessimism. Instead of watching the latest flurry of
demoralizing stories on Netflix, spend quality time
summoning memories of the times in your life when
you were unbeatable. For extra credit, pump your fist
10 times each day as you growl, "Victory is mine!"

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): It's not so bad to
temporarily lose your bearings. What's bad is not
capitalizing on the disruption that caused you to lose
your bearings. So I propose that you regard the fresh
commotion as a blessing. Use it as motivation to
initiate radical changes. For example, escape the
illusions and deceptions that caused you to lose your
bearings. Explore unruly emotions that may be at the
root of the superpowers you will fully develop in the
future. Transform yourself into a brave self-healer
who is newly receptive to a host of medicinal clues
that were not previously accessible. 

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): Here's my list of
demands: 1) Avoid hanging out with people who are
unreceptive to your influence. 2) Avoid hanging out
with people whose influence on you is mediocre or
dispiriting. 3) Hang out with people who are
receptive to your influence and whose influence on
you is healthy and stimulating. 4) Influence the hell
out of the people who are receptive to your
influence. Be a generous catalyst for them. Nudge
them to surpass the limits they would benefit from
surpassing. 5) Allow yourself to be deeply moved by
people whose influence on you is healthy and
stimulating.

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): "If I didn't define
myself for myself, I would be crunched into other
people's fantasies for me and eaten alive." Activist
author Audre Lorde said that, and now, in
accordance with your current astrological and
psychological needs, I'm offering it to you. I realize
it's a flamboyant, even extreme, declaration, but in
my opinion, that's what is most likely to motivate you

to do the right thing. Here's another splashy prompt,
courtesy of philosopher Jean-Paul Sartre: "We only
become what we are by the radical and deep-seated
refusal of that which others have made us."

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21): André René
Roussimoff, also known as André the Giant, was a
French actor and professional wrestler. He was 7
feet, 4 inches tall and weighed 520 pounds. As you
might imagine, he ate and drank extravagantly. On
one festive occasion, he quaffed 119 bottles of beer
in 6 hours. Judging from your current astrological
indicators, Scorpio, I suspect you may be ready for a
binge like that. Just kidding! I sincerely hope you
won't indulge in such wasteful forms of "pleasure."
The coming days should be a time when you engage
in a focused pursuit of uplifting and healthy modes of
bliss. The point is to seek gusto and amusement that
enhance your body, mind and soul.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21):On her 90th
birthday, my Great-Aunt Zosia told me, "The best gift
you can give your ego is to make it see it's both
totally insignificant and totally important in the
cosmic scheme of things." Jenna, my girlfriend when I
was 19, was perhaps touting a similar principle when,
after teasing and tormenting me for 2 hours, she
scrawled on my bathroom mirror in lipstick,
"Sometimes you enjoy life better if you don't
understand it." Then there's my Zen punk friend
Arturo, who says that life's goodies are more likely to
flow your way if you "hope for nothing and are open
to everything." According to my analysis of the
astrological rhythms, these messages will help you
make the most of the bewildering but succulent
opportunities that are now arriving in your vicinity.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19): In accordance
with the astrological beacons, I have selected two
pieces of advice to serve as your guiding meditations
during the next seven weeks. You might want to
write them on a piece of paper that you will carry in
your wallet or pocket. Here's the first, from
businessman Alan Cohen: "Only those who ask for
more can get more, and only those who know there
is more, ask." Here's the second, from writer G. K.
Chesterton: "We need to be happy in this
wonderland without once being merely comfortable."

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18): Ecologists in
Mexico City investigated why certain sparrows and
finches use humans' discarded cigarette butts in
building their nests. They found that cellulose
acetate, a chemical in the butts, protects the nests
by repelling parasitic mites. Is there a metaphorical
lesson you might draw from the birds' ingenious
adaptation, Aquarius? Could you find good use for
what might seem to be dross or debris? My analysis
of the astrological omens says that this possibility is
worth meditating on.

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20): I suspect that
sometime soon you will come into possession of an
enchanted potion or pixie dust or a pouch full of
magic beans—or the equivalent. If and when that
occurs, consider the following protocols: 1) Before
you use your new treasure, say a prayer to your
higher self, requesting that you will be guided to use
it in such a way as to make yourself wiser and kinder.
2) When you use it, be sure it harms no one. 3)
Express gratitude for it before and during and after
using it. 4) Use it in such a way that it benefits at
least one other person or creature in addition to you.
5) See if you can use it to generate the arrival or
more pixie dust or magical beans or enchanted
potion in the future. 6) When you use it, focus on
wielding it to get exactlywhat you want, not what
you sort of want or temporarily want. a

HOMEWORK: DESCRIBE THE TREE HOUSE YOU
WOULD LIKE TO BUILD FOR YOURSELF ONE DAY, AND

WHAT PLEASURES YOU WOULD LIKE TO PURSUE
THERE. WRITE: TRUTHROOSTER@GMAIL.COM.  

Go to realastrology.com to check out Rob Brezsny’s expanded
weekly audio horoscopes and daily text message horoscopes.
The audio horoscopes are also available by phone at (877) 873-
4888 or (900) 950-7700.
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Legal Services

CHAPTER 7 BANKRUPTCY
$200 Payment Plans Available
STOP garnishments NOW 505-
688-0070

Photographic Services

w
AFFORDABLE
PHOTOGRAPHY

www.davidmartinezphotography.
com

Buy/Sell/Trade

TEETER HANG UP AND
TREADMILL New unopened in
box. Inversion table. Treadmill
w/ padded track motorized.
Best offer $250 for ea Call
804-7142

WILL BUY FURNITURE! CASH!

Always buying your used, well
cared for furniture, from
antique to midcentury
modern. Cash! Will pick up in
and around ABQ. Please text
pictures and details to: (602)
690-6657 for immediate
offer.

w
BUYING DIABETIC TEST
STRIPS FOR $CASH$ &

FREE PICK-UP! Highest CASH
Prices Paid In NM For Your
Diabetic Test Strips And FREE
Pick-UP! Help Others(Those
Without Insurance) & Make
Money Too! Call: 505-203-
6806

Education/Instructio

n

MARC’S GUITAR STUDIO

Quality private lessons. 505-
859-2654

Announcements

SYREENA ANETTE ROBERTS
http://syreenaroberts.com/

w
EARTH-FIRSTERS ?? An
endangered species

needs your help. Call 505-
433-9823 to find out how you
can. Make a difference

Studies

SECONDHAND SMOKE
RESEARCH The UNM College
of Pharmacy is recruiting non-
smokers currently exposed to
secondhand smoke, 19-50
years old, for a study on a new
risk factor for heart disease.
Two visits (1 & 2 hrs) are
needed. You will be
compensated for your time.

Call Allison Segovia 505-272-
0578. HRRC #15-033

STRESS & THE BRAIN STUDY
Seeking people 21-50 yrs. old
who have experienced
domestic violence, rape,
sexual assault, or severe
physical assault. Study
involves two appts. at UNM.
Participants receive financial
compensation. Visit
https://rebrand.ly/CASAAstud
y to see if you qualify. Call
505-925-2335 or email
casaastudy@gmail.com for
more info.

w
MRI STUDY 12-18 y.o.
M/F for brain study. $20

per hour. 272-0769 (HRRC #
07-272).

Classified
Place your ad: alibi.com

classifieds@alibi.com

(505) 346-0660 ext 258

Employment

Real Estate
Apartments for Rent

APT. FOR RENT $550.00
+deposit Rio bravo and Isleta
Monthly/Rental History Call
804-7142

Office Space

Northeast

w
WELLNESS CENTER
OFFICE Available 7/1

for healthcare practitioner.
Referrals from 3 LMTs.
www.heartlinewellness.com
Amy Zampella at 505-255-
2203 

Houses for Sale

General Real Estate

MINI-HOMESTEAD!
3bd/2bth,fenced,3ac in East
Mts,30 min from big-I, plus 2
story barn/workshop with
upstairs bedrm loft, separate
garden house with chicken-
coop and dog kennel, fenced
garden with grapes & fruit
trees, GROWERS DELIGHT!
Furnished with all appliances
and extras. Asking 120K,
Scott@221-9340(9-5)

Wellness

THERAPEUTIC MASSAGE
Headaches? Neck, shoulder or
low back pain? Therapeutic
massage can change your life.
$49 first time client. 575-
313-3703 Gwynne Ann Unruh
LMT, RMTI Lic #578 

Counseling/Psychiatr
y

THERAPY NEAR UNM Lucia
Bisbee, LMSW is now
accepting new clients for
individual, adolescent and
family therapy. Call Healthy
Families to schedule
(505.842.9911) or visit
online
HealthyFamiliesABQ.com. Most
insurance plans accepted. 

Licensed Massage

HEAL & RELAX Skilled
healing, deep relaxation. 25
years experience. Katrina
LMT#6855 (505)506-4016
innovative.massagetherapy.co
m 

READER NOTICE: The State of
New Mexico Department of
Regulation and licensing
requires registration numbers for
individuals who practice
massage therapy. These
registration numbers are
included in all ads within
category 300. Advertisers in this
category are registered and
licensed by the State of New
Mexico and are trained and
certified for therapeutic
massage. Advertisers in category

Employment

READER NOTICE: The State
of New Mexico Department of
Regulation and licensing
requires registration numbers
for individuals who practice
massage therapy. These
registration numbers are
included in all ads within
category 300. Advertisers in
this category are registered
and licensed by the State of
New Mexico and are trained
and certified for therapeutic
massage. Advertisers in

category 300 do not perform
sexual massages. Any concerns
regarding any of the advertisers in
this category should be directed
to: Weekly Alibi.

IN-HOUSE HIRING EVENT Hiring
Event: Sheraton Albuquerque
Uptown Hotel is hosting an in-
house hiring event on Thursday,
June 29th from 2pm-4pm. We
are looking for new associates
to join our team who are
outgoing with a friendly attitude
and an infectious smile, who
also show Ambition,

Body & Soul

Empowerment, and Heart!
Come prepared for on-the-spot
interviews with our hiring
managers! Also, be sure to
dress your best and bring your
resume. If you canât make the
hiring event, no problem!
Contact us today at 505-349-
8033 or stop in to visit with
us!
EOE/M/F/Disabled/Veterans

WEEKLY ALIBI HAS OVER
175,000 READERS, every
generation, from the Baby
Busters to the Baby Boomers.

Distributed throughout Abq, Rio
Rancho, Corrales, East Mountain,
Bernalillo, Placitas, Santa Fe and
Los Lunas. The Alibi is available
at restaurants, grocery stores,
college campuses, select retailers
and various downtown locations.
Coverage includes politics,
humor, film, opinion, music, art
and the most comprehensive
entertainment guide in Nuevo
Mexico. ¡Arriba!

YOU WILL GET  RESULTS when
you place your classified ad in the
Weekly Alibi. Call 346-0660 ext.
221  today!

Misc Property

SANTA FE HORSE ESTATE
Custom home, casita,
beautiful barn, 20 acres,
mountain views. income
potential. AMAZING!
263caminolosabuelos.com

Rooms/Roommates

Northwest

FURNISHED ROOM FOR
RENT Available room for rent,
NW- Albuquerque, Furnished,
private bathroom, clean, quiet
neighborhood. Must be dog
and 420 friendly. Female

preferred, background check
and references required,
$400 a month plus $200
security deposit. Email :
lovelyislovelydoes@gmail.com 

Downtown

w
ROOMING HOUSE
Looking for friendly, kind,

considerate people to rent
rooms in Barelas rooming
house. On bus route, 8 single
rooms share 2 bathrooms
and kitchen. Rent is $425/m
(util included), $150/dd with
m2m lease. Interviews done
on Fri/Sat. For more info, call
505-379-1677 PLEASE DO
NOT TEXT 

300 do not perform sexual
massages. Any concerns
regarding any of the advertisers
in this category should be
directed to: Weekly Alibi.

DOWNTOWN FOOT & BODY
MASSAGE 508 Central SW,
505-730-9552. LMT #5694  

w
ACHING? FEEL BETTER!
$55/Hr Deep Tissue/as

requested, Judy, 24 yrs
experience (505) 856-5467
LMT 3274 (If Voice Mail, say
your number twice)

w
AUTHENTIC TANTRA
MASSAGE Give yourself

the beautiful gift of authentic
Tantra massage and teaching.
I am a Certified Tantra
Educator, Professional
Massage Therapist,

Relationship Coach and Reiki
Healer. Please call me for
detailed information and
scheduling. Namaste,Julianne
505 920 3083 LMT #2788

Metaphysical

NO PULSE, NO PROBLEM
paranormal occult inc. we are
ready to believe you! 267-
1167

Self-Help/Workshops

OUT OF CONTROL? Are you
strugglilng with COMPULSIVE
SEXUAL BEHAVIOR and WANT
HELP? Call (505) 510-1722
or visit www.abqsaa.org

THE WEEKLY ALIBI
CLASSIFIEDS are a great deal!
Call 346-0660 ext. 221.
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by Matt Jones

Across

1 Game with eagles and
albatrosses

5 Lag from a satellite
broadcast, e.g.

14 Kind of history or hygiene

15 2014 hashtag campaign
against gun violence

16 "99 Luftballons" singer

17 They're said verbatim

18 It's sometimes used in
making feta cheese

20 Overflow

21 "Everything's being
handled"

22 Tubular pasta

23 Last Oldsmobile model
produced

26 Signs of healing

28 Train stop (abbr.)

29 Western watering hole

31 Delphic prophet

33 Indicate

35 Wallet ID

39 Just ___ (a little under)

41 Grammy winner Twain

42 Barker succeeded by
Carey

45 Islands, in Italian

47 Latin phrase usually
abbreviated

48 Go for ___ (do some
nature walking)

50 Camera brand that merged
with Minolta

52 Erato's instrument

53 Feature of some roller
coasters

57 1980s "Lovergirl" singer

60 Ride before ride-sharing

61 2007 Stephen Colbert
bestseller subtitled "(And So
Can You!)"

62 Bakery fixture

63 Singer/actress Kristin with
the memoir "A Little Bit
Wicked"

64 Basmati, e.g.

Down

1 Chuck Barris's prop

2 Cookie with a "Thins"
version

3 Singer Del Rey

4 Old pressing tools

5 Targets of pseudoscientific
"cleanses"

6 Type used for emphasis

7 It looks like it contains
alcohol, but doesn't

8 Treebeard, for one

9 PepsiCo product, slangily

10 Act theatrically

11 Sophia and family

12 Vehement

13 Sycophants

15 Dory helped find him

19 Drink that needs a blender

22 They've already seen it
coming

23 Cleopatra's nemesis

24 Chinese philosopher ___-
tzu

25 Inventor Whitney

27 Baseball stats

30 Some Congressional votes

32 One who might get top

billing

34 Exercised caution

36 Dir. from Providence to

Boston

37 "Pretty sneaky, ___"

(Connect Four ad line)

38 Take in

40 Step on the gas

42 Sea west of Estonia

43 Kool-Aid Man's

catchphrase

44 Two-tiered rowing vessel

46 Add vitamins to

49 Thompson of "SNL"

51 Big-box store with a

meandering path

54 Sitarist Shankar

55 Business bigwig

56 Drink with legs

58 "I love," in Spanish

59 Pet sound?

©2018 Jonesin' Crosswords

ANSWERS TO THIS WEEK’S PUZZLE ARE AVAILABLE ONLINE AT ALIBI.COM

"Free To Say It"--a freestyle puzzle with something to say.

by Matt Jones

Across

1 There are 10 million in a
joule

5 Cookout unit

10 Nos. on checks

14 Free of slack

15 First word of a counting
rhyme

16 Sidesplitting show

17 Gyro meat from a roadside
cart?

19 Lowdown

20 Sports car engine type

21 Got together

23 Seat in Parliament?

25 Thomas who drew Santa
Claus

26 The Tritons of the NCAA

30 David ___, founder and
former CEO of Salon

33 Owns

36 "Don't pick me"

38 Redeemable ticket

40 "Blue screen of death"
event

41 Addresses represented by
URLs

42 Seat of the Dutch
government, with "The"

43 Singer with the
autobiography "Out of Sync"

45 Company with an early
console

46 Bent pipe shape

47 Stick in the microwave

49 Israel's first U.N. delegate
Abba

50 Bus. major's course

52 Coffee dispenser

54 Really fail

58 Prolific author Asimov

62 Financial record, for short

63 Like some mushrooms,
ravioli, and wontons a la
"Rangoon"?

66 Seagoing (abbr.)

67 "So ___ to the guy ..."

68 Prefix with phobia or bat

69 Ann Landers's sister

70 Big name in car racks

71 New restaurant logo in a

June 2018 promotion (and
inspiration for the theme
answers)

Down

1 Roswell visitors, for short

2 "Lay It Down" '80s rockers

3 Hindu spiritual guide

4 Ending for hip or dump

5 2018 Oscar winner for
Original Screenplay

6 5-Down costar Lil ___
Howery

7 ___ the last minute

8 Original Skittles flavor

9 Beirut's country

10 Pisces follower

11 Be aware of unnecessary
chatter?

12 Soybean stuff

13 Four-letter word with eight
sides?

18 Recede gradually

22 Powdered green tea leaves

24 Grammy winner Carey

26 "I surrender!"

27 Reef makeup

28 Baby bear owned by a
hardware company?

29 Part of DVD

31 Run out, as a subscription

32 Guinea-___ (West African
nation)

34 Honda subdivision

35 Knitter's coil

37 "Atomic Blonde" star
Charlize

39 Not like in the least

44 Charity event

48 Three-part vacuum tube

51 Feline

53 Bouncer's letters?

54 "Archer" agent Kane

55 Words after call or hail

56 Be effusive

57 Actress Summer of
"Firefly"

59 Antioxidant-rich berry

60 Half an M?

61 L.B.J. biographer Robert

64 Rapper ___ Uzi Vert

65 Drew's predecessor on
"The Price is Right"

©2018 Jonesin' Crosswords

ANSWERS TO LAST WEEK’S PUZZLE ARE AVAILABLE ONLINE AT ALIBI.COM

"A Changing Business"—one letter makes all the difference.
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NEW MEXICO

August 4th
BALLOON FIESTA PARK

505-346-0660 ext. 248 or email advertising@alibi.com

nmhemp!esta.com

Beer Garden provided by 

Over 75 Vendors!

Parking $5 per car

Free Admission

Free Bicycle Valet

Performances by:

Red Light Cameras
SuperGiant

Reviva
Adam Hooks

The Talking Hours

Produced by Weekly Alibi

Thank you to all our sponsors!


